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ABSTRACT

The Big Data revolution brought an increasing availability of data sets of unprece-

dented scales, enabling researchers in machine learning and data mining communities to

escalate in learning from such data and providing data-driven insights, decisions, and pre-

dictions. However, on their journey, they are faced with numerous challenges, including

dealing with missing observations while learning from such data or making predictions

on previously unobserved or rare (“tail”) examples, which are present in a large span

of domains including climate, medical, social networks, consumer, or computational ad-

vertising domains. In this thesis, we address this important problem and propose tools

for handling partially observed or completely unobserved data by exploiting information

from its context. Here, we assume that the context is available in the form of a network or

sequence structure, or as additional information to point-informative data examples.

First, we propose two structured regression methods for dealing with missing values in

partially observed temporal attributed graphs, based on the Gaussian Conditional Random

Fields (GCRF) model, which draw power from the network/graph structure (context) of

the unobserved instances. Marginalized Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (m-GCRF)

model is designed for dealing with missing response variable value (labels) in graph nodes,

whereas Deep Feature Learning GCRF is able to deal with missing values in explanatory

variables while learning feature representation jointly with learning complex interactions

of nodes in a graph and together with the overall GCRF objective.

Next, we consider unsupervised and supervised shallow and deep neural models for
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monetizing web search. We focus on two sponsored search tasks here: (i) query-to-ad

matching, where we propose novel shallow neural embedding model worLd2vec with im-

proved local query context (location) utilization and (ii) click-through-rate prediction for

ads and queries, where Deeply Supervised Semantic Match model is introduced for deal-

ing with unobserved and tail queries click-through-rate prediction problem, while jointly

learning the semantic embeddings of a query and an ad, as well as their corresponding

click-through-rate.

Finally, we propose a deep learning approach for ranking investigators based on their

expected enrollment performance on new clinical trials, that learns from both, investigator

and trial-related heterogeneous (structured and free-text) data sources, and is applicable

to matching investigators to new trials from partial observations, and for recruitment of

experienced investigators, as well as new investigators with no previous experience in

enrolling patients in clinical trials.

Experimental evaluation of the proposed methods on a number of synthetic and diverse

real-world data sets shows surpassing performance over their alternatives.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Machine learning and Data Mining are fast-developing research areas applied to broad

and diverse spectrum of domains and with a vast number of developed approaches and

algorithms. This development was enabled by technological advances that provided a

way to collect, store and process large and diverse types of data. Data points in machine

learning algorithms are typically portrayed as feature-vectors that capture important infor-

mation about certain application. (Turney, 1996) defines three different types of features

in machine learning tasks: primary (used most commonly and are useful for the task when

considered alone), irrelevant (not useful for task and should be disregarded) and contextual

(not useful when considered alone, but can be useful when combined with other features)

features. (Turney, 1996) also claims that usually learning algorithms perform better when

contextual features are included with the primary features.

This view is particularly useful for the cases considered in this thesis, i.e. cases where

primary features are partially observed or sometimes even completely unobserved and

we have to rely on the ability to additionally extract value from a context. We can draw

benefits from the context of a certain point of interest in several ways:

1



• if we model a given problem in a network-like setting, context for a node of interest

can be drawn from its surrounding graph nodes and the values of their edges (if the

value of interest is not known in a particular graph node, we can estimate its value

by taking advantage of its context in the network, i.e. its neighboring nodes’ values);

• if we model a problem using sequence data, we can draw benefits from a contextual

co-occurence in that sequence, e.g. user sessions or sentences (in an example of a

web search session, we can draw benefits from a context of user queries and interac-

tions between users and services, like organic or sponsored link clicks or views for

the user’s query, even though our main interest is in queries and ad clicks only)

• or using additional information that adds meaning to otherwise incomplete point

information (e.g. in the case of ”coffee shops near me” query, where the actual point

of interest is inconclusive, availability of the user’s physical location can greatly

improve modeling accuracy).

The nature of context used throughout this thesis is diverse: spatial (location; used in Chap-

ters 2 and 4), temporal (Chapters 2 and 3), environmental (e.g. temperature, precipitation;

used in Chapter 2), social (people, consumers and their activities; Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6),

or psychological (preferences; used in Chapter 3). Often context is being understood as

being internal in nature and captured from a user’s interaction activity (purchases, clicks,

page or doctors’ patients visits, ratings; Chapters 3,4,5 and 6) or external and measured by

sensors (e.g. location, temperature, precipitation; Chapters 2 and 4) (Dey, 2001).

In this thesis we aim to develop supervised (regression and classification) and unsu-

pervised (embedding) approaches with improved performance for handling cold-start or

partial observation problems by using contextual features as part of the learning process.

In the following section, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis.
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1.2 Main contributions

First, we consider a network setting and conditional probabilistic graphical models, in

particular the Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) model, which provide a pow-

erful framework for structured regression in spatio-temporal datasets with complex corre-

lation patterns. However, in real-life applications a large fraction of observations is often

missing, which can severely limit the representational power of these models. We pro-

pose two methods for dealing with deficient data in partially observed temporal attributed

graphs, which draw power from the structure (context) of the unobserved instances.

• First method, a Marginalized Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (m-GCRF) struc-

tured regression model is developed for dealing with missing response variable value

(labels) in graph nodes. This method is aimed at learning with both labeled and un-

labeled parts of the graph and effectively predicting values in graph nodes. The

method is even capable of learning from nodes for which the response variable is

never observed in history, which isn’t possible in many state-of-the-art models that

can handle missing data. The proposed model is characterized for various miss-

ingness mechanisms on 500 synthetic graphs and on a challenging application for

predicting precipitation based on partial observations of climate variables in a tem-

poral graph that spans the entire continental US. The proposed model is consistently

more accurate than alternative semi-supervised structured models, as well as models

that either use imputation to deal with missing values or simply ignore them alto-

gether. This method is published in the SDM2015 conference (Stojanovic et al.,

2015) and will be described in more detail in Chapter 2.

• Second, we developed a method to address the problem of predicting customer en-

gagement on user networks. For such prediction purposes, knowing as much as pos-

sible about each customer is crucial. However, their demographics, preferences, and
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other information that might be useful for building loyalty programs is often miss-

ing. Additionally, modeling relations among different customers and seeing them

as a network is bringing additional context information and can be beneficial for

predicting engagement measures at an individual level, as similar customers tend to

have similar purchase behavior. To address this problem, we propose a deep robust

framework for structured regression on deficient data in evolving networks with su-

pervised representation learning based on neural feature embedding (DFL-GCRF).

We characterize this approach as compared to several unstructured and structured

alternatives for predicting customer behavior on user networks generated from cus-

tomer databases of two companies from different industries. The obtained results

show 4% to 130% improvement in R2 over alternatives when no data is missing

and up to several folds of R2 improvement as compared to alternatives when up

to 80% of demographic information was missing. This method is published in the

CIKM2016 conference (Stojanovic et al., 2016a) and will be described in more de-

tail in Chapter 3.

Next, we consider supervised and unsupervised settings for neural networks based

algorithms for improving and monetizing web search via monetization model called spon-

sored search. Web search has become an inevitable part of everyday life, thus advancing

the sponsored search models has been a focus of major Internet players. In accordance to

this model, ads that are relevant to a query are usually ranked based on the expected rev-

enue if they are clicked by users. Therefore, it is very critical for sponsored search engines

to match the ads that are relevant to a query, and to accurately predict the likelihood of

them being clicked for the query. Commercial search engines typically use machine learn-

ing models for both query-ad matching and click-through-rate (CTR) prediction tasks.

However, most matching models only rely on syntactic and semantic features to deter-

mine the similarity between a query and an ad, ignoring the fact that highly relevant ads
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may not attract any click in practice. On the other hand, widely adopted click models

heavily rely on click history to make predictions, which limits their generalizability for

new queries and ads that have little click history. In addition, understanding the context

of web search query is an important aspect of this task as it represents unobserved facts

that add meaning to an otherwise incomplete query. To cope with some of these issues,

we propose two approaches:

• First, for improving context utilization: The context of a query consists of user’s lo-

cation, local time, search history, behavioral segments, installed apps on their phone

and so on. Queries that either explicitly use location context (e.g: ”best hotels in

New York City”) or implicitly refer to the user’s physical location (e.g. ”coffee shops

near me”) are becoming increasingly common on mobile devices. Understanding

and representing the user’s interest location and/or physical location is essential

for providing a relevant user experience. Therefore, we developed a simple and

powerful neural embedding based framework to represent a user’s query and their

location in a single low-dimensional space. We show that this compositional rep-

resentation is able to capture the subtle interactions between the user’s query intent

and query/physical location, while improving the ad ranking and query-ad relevance

scores over other location-unaware approaches and location-aware approaches. This

framework will be described in more detail in Chapter 4.

• Second, for dealing with unobserved query click-through-rate prediction problem:

To this end, we propose a deeply supervised architecture that jointly learns the

semantic embeddings of a query and an ad as well as their corresponding click-

through-rate. The proposed architecture takes the texts of a query and an ad as

inputs to learn (1) an embedding for each of them using bi-directional recurrent

neural networks and attention networks; and (2) the CTR using convolutional neu-

tral networks. Two loss functions that are specific to semantic matching and CTR
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prediction are combined for joint optimization. We also propose a novel cohort

negative sampling technique to improve the training efficiency. We trained the pro-

posed architecture using a billion of query-ad pairs from a major commercial web

search engine. This architecture improves the best-performing baseline deep neural

architectures 2% of AUC for CTR prediction and by 0.5% of NDCG for query-ad

matching, respectively. This method will be described in more detail in Chapter 5.

Finally, we propose a deep learning approach for handling cold-start and missing data

problems in clinical trials to investigators matching task via utilizing context of both, in-

vestigators and clinical trials. Clinical trials, prospective research studies on human par-

ticipants carried out by a distributed team of clinical investigators, play a crucial role in

the development of new treatments in health care. This is a complex, prolonged and ex-

pensive process where investigators aim to enroll often hard-to-recruit volunteers with

predetermined characteristics, administer the treatment(s) and collect safety and efficacy

data. Therefore, choosing top-enrolling investigators is essential for efficient clinical trials

execution and is one of the primary drivers of drug development cost. To facilitate clini-

cal trials optimization we propose a novel approach for ranking investigators based on the

expected enrollment performance on new trials. The proposed deep learning model Deep-

Match, learns from both, investigator and trial-related heterogeneous (structured and free-

text) data sources. It captures complex relations between investigators and trials through

a matching layer in the model’s architecture and ranks investigators. The model is ap-

plicable to matching investigators to new trials from partial observations and recruitment

of experienced investigators as well as new investigators with no previous history of en-

rolling patients in clinical trials. Conducted large-scale evaluations on 2618 studies pro-

vide evidence that the proposed ranking-based framework outperforms existing methods

for recruiting investigators for new clinical trials. The proposed approach and the system

for optimizing site selection in clinical trials will be described in more detail in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR
STRUCTURED REGRESSION ON PARTIALLY

OBSERVED ATTRIBUTED GRAPHS

2.1 Introduction

Learning and inference with partially observed data is a challenge experienced in many

real-world domains. Data is often missing due to sensor failure, reluctance for sharing

sensitive information, high cost of collecting the data, or failure of any part of the database.

This problem is particularly serious in longitudinal studies when observations on the same

units are made repeatedly over time, which is the situation considered in this chapter.

In particular, as shown in Figure 2.1, we address the problem of structured regression

in a temporal graph (prediction of continuous node states in time step t ` 1), where the

dependent variable (label) y is missing in a large fraction (up to 80%) of the training

data (time points 1, 2, ..., t ´ 1, t). This constitutes a semi-supervised learning (parameter

estimation) problem, which is distinct from approaches that try to infer the labels of the

unlabeled nodes of a graph (Verbeek and Vlassis, 2006; Zhu et al., 2003). In our study, an

even more challenging problem is considered, where labels at some nodes are missing at
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all time steps. In addition, each node of a graph is described through a set of explanatory

variables X (also called input variables or input attributes), which makes graph attributed.

The graph is also temporal and weighted and is observed in discrete snapshots over time,

as also exhibited by Figure 2.1.

FIGURE 2.1: Attributed weighted temporal partially observed graph in which input vari-
ables are observed and dependent variables are missing in a large fraction of training data
(in blue nodes). The goal is to learn parameters of the model on training data and predict
continuous target values of test examples (yellow nodes).

The nodes in a graphical model are not independent, so ignoring training data with

missing labels might disregard too much information. In Figure 2.1, one can see that if

nodes with missing labels are ignored, in this simple example the entire graph structure

would be lost and modeling would be limited to unstructured regression or time-series

prediction on individual nodes. Utilizing the graph structure may therefore make better

use of unlabeled data, especially when lots of nodes have missing labels. In this study, we

are considering a discriminative continuous probabilistic graphical model called Gaussian

Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) (Radosavljevic et al., 2010). Our goal is to extend

the GCRF model to naturally handle missing labels, rather than expecting the missing

data to be treated in a preprocessing stage. We propose an extended marginalized GCRF

method in which we address the missing label instances by marginalizing out their effect

on labeled data, and thus utilizing the information of all observations which make their

context, and preserving the observed graph structure.

The motivating application that we address in this study is the climate problem of pre-

cipitation prediction at the level of individual stations, observed spatially as a graph over
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time. At some stations measurements of precipitation are missing, but lower resolution

predictions of some related climate attributes are provided by climate models. An addi-

tional challenge is to estimate future precipitation at additional sites where precipitation is

never measured.

In the following few sections, first, in Section 2.2 we give a brief overview of the exist-

ing approaches for handling missing labels. Then, in Section 2.3 we present a marginalized-

GCRF model as an extension to the existing GCRF model for handling missing data. The

datasets used for evaluation of our method are described in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 the

experimental setup, factors that influence the performance of the models, the results on

synthetic and real-world problems, and their interpretations are presented.

2.2 Related Work

Treatment of missing data is an old theme in machine learning and statistics literature,

and is important because this problem occurs in many real-world datasets. Strategies pro-

posed to address this problem are described in the rich literature on this topic (McKnight

et al., 2008). Here, we are focused on missing continuous labels in structured regression

problems.

One of the standard ways of handling missing values is imputing values based on some

predictive model, and then applying the analysis on a fully observed dataset. To exploit the

graph structure, previous studies have proposed imputation of missing values based on the

exponential random graph model (Ouzienko and Obradovic, 2014). The limitation of such

an approach is that it is slow, as it requires Gibbs sampling, and so it cannot handle large

graphs. Imputation of missing values can also be accomplished using matrix (or tensor)

factorization methods. These methods can impute missing values with high accuracy even

when large percentages (up to 95%) of values are missing (Acar et al., 2011). They are

also quite fast, allowing the application on dense tensors with a million entries, and sparse
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tensors with dimensions 1000x1000x1000. However, these methods are not suited for the

case when a variable (or node of a graph) is never observed in the dataset, since they can-

not recover the factors because there is no enough information (Acar et al., 2011), which

is a challenging problem we are considering in this paper. Furthermore, imputation-based

methods use only point estimates of the missing values, effectively ignoring the prediction

uncertainty when learning with imputed values. Techniques known as Multiple Imputa-

tion (MI) try to correct for this drawback, by sampling from the posterior distribution of

missing values. On the other hand, these techniques can be less effective when a larger

fraction of data is missing (J Lee and B Carlin, 2012), and can be computationally very

demanding.

Some methods do not require a complete (or imputed) dataset, since they can han-

dle unlabeled data intrinsically. For structured prediction, generative probabilistic models

have a natural way for using unlabeled data, since they model the joint distribution of both

explanatory and dependent variables. However such approaches have certain drawbacks

(Ng and Jordan, 2002), which is why discriminative models are often used in practice.

On the other hand, with discriminative models it is more difficult to make use of the

unlabeled data. Some related studies have approached this problem by creating hybrid

discriminative-generative models (Mann and McCallum, 2007). However, in such hybrid

models the number of parameters that need to be estimated is usually large. In addition,

these related studies are focused on classification, while our problem of interest is regres-

sion (Sokolovska, 2011). Efficient Conditional Random Fields-based methods were also

proposed for treating missing labels on graphs (Jiao et al., 2006). However, published

methods of that type are applicable only to classification problems (Bellare and McCal-

lum, 2007; Jiao et al., 2006).

In (Zhu et al., 2003) the authors aim to address the semi-supervised setting that can be

used for regression, where the goal was to infer the unknown labels of nodes in a graph, by

utilizing a structure derived from the Radial Basis Functions (we compared our approach to
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this method experimentally). Another approach that models Gaussian Fields (GF) defined

over nearest neighbor graphs in semi-supervised fashion was described in (Verbeek and

Vlassis, 2006). In (Verbeek and Vlassis, 2006), authors aim to infer the unknown labels of

nodes in a graph, by optimizing parameters using marginal log-likelihood induced from the

joint GF density they model. In the experiments, our proposed model is also compared to

this model. However, since the authors did not provide the code and our implementation

according to the paper (Verbeek and Vlassis, 2006) produced poor results, we will not

show them in experimental section.

There also exist variants of the conditional graphical CRF models for regression (e.g.

the CCRF (Qin et al., 2009), or GCRF (Radosavljevic et al., 2010) models). However,

these structured regression models are not designed to cope with unlabeled data, other

than ignoring the portion of data with missing labels.

2.3 Method

In this section, we first describe the Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF)

model and provide its interpretation in Section 2.3.1. This model is extended here in

the following Section 2.3.2 to handle missing labels in the graph nodes, but will also be

extended in the following chapter, Section 3.4.1, to learn node and will be further

Further, we specify the proposed m-GCRF model in Section 3.4.1 and define feature

embedding via neural mapping (Section 3.4.1), as the chosen mapping function for deep

feature learning model.

2.3.1 Gaussian Conditional Random Fields

Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) (Radosavljevic et al., 2010) is a dis-

criminative structured regression model. The model captures both the network structure

of variables of interest (y) and relationship between attribute values of the nodes (X) and

the target variable y. It is a model over a general graph structure (not only chains or
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trees), and can represent the relationships of the nodes as a function of time, space, or any

user-defined structure. It models the structured regression problem by estimating a joint

continuous distribution over all nodes. GCRF takes the following log-linear form:

P py|Xq “
1

Zpx, α, βq
exppφpy,X, α, βqq “ (2.1)

“
1

Zpx, α, βq
expp

N
ÿ

i“1

Apα, yi, Xq `
ÿ

i„j

Ipβ, yi, yj, Xqq “ (2.2)

“
1

Z
expp´

N
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“1

αkpyi ´RkpXqq
2
´
ÿ

i„j

L
ÿ

l“1

βlSij
plq
pyi ´ yjq

2
q (2.3)

The first part of the log-linear form:

Apα, yi, Xq “ ´
K
ÿ

k“1

αkpyi ´RkpXqq
2 (2.4)

is called association potential and it aims to model associations X Ñ yi using K dif-

ferent functions RkpXq, which we will call unstructured predictors, as they are modeling

these associations independently by learning from data or by using domain knowledge.

Parameters of the association potential αk are learned as degrees of belief towards each

unstructured regressors. Given by the squared error
řN
i“1pyi ´ RpXqq2, larger belief α is

learned to correspond to the more accurate unstructured predictor.

The second part:

Ipβ, yi, yj, Xq “ ´
L
ÿ

l“1

βlSij
plq
pyi ´ yjq

2 (2.5)

is called interaction potential and its goal is to utilize a graph structure S, that should be a

weighted undirected network whose edges Sij denote how similar two nodes are, or more

precisely, how similar their response values yi and yj are. Parameters β are learned as

degrees of belief towards similarity metrics and their values are governed by the product
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of similarity metric and squared distance Sijpyi ´ yjq
2. If this distance is small, relative

value of β will be larger and the entire model will take the structure as an important source

of information.

The normalization term

Zpx, α, βq “

ż

y

exppφpy,X, α, βqqdy (2.6)

and in general case, estimating this term is intractable. However, using quadratic feature

functions, as demonstrated in Eq. 2.3, enables an elegant representation of the log-linear

form as a multivariate Gaussian distribution (Radosavljevic et al., 2010):

P py|Xq “
1

p2πq
N
2 | Σ |

1
2

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
py ´ µqTΣ´1

py ´ µq

˙

, (2.7)

which allows efficient convex optimization. Here, Σ´1 represents the diagonally dominant

inverse covariance (precision Q) matrix, and for this model takes the form:

Σ´1
“ Q “

#

2
řK
k“1 αk ` 2

ř

g

řL
l“1 βlS

plq
ig pxq, i “ j

´2
řL
l“1 βlS

plq
ij pxq, i ‰ j

(2.8)

In our experiments, Q is a block-diagonal precision matrix of NTxNT dimension, where

N is the number of nodes in the graph and T is the number of time steps over which the

graph is observed. This way of building a large Q matrix, consisting of blocks of adja-

cency matrices corresponding to individual time steps, allows capturing evolving structural

changes of the temporal graph (as shown in Figure 2.1, the structure of the graph changes

from time step to time step).

The posterior mean is given by µ “ Σb, where b is defined as

bi “ 2

˜

K
ÿ

k“1

αkRkpXq

¸

. (2.9)
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Learning and inference

The learning task is to optimize parameters α and β by maximizing the conditional

log–likelihood L,

pα̂, β̂q “ argmax
l jh n

α,β

L “ argmax
l jh n

α,β

logP py|X;α, βq. (2.10)

Parameters α and β are learned by a gradient-based optimization. Gradients of the

conditional log-likelihood are:

BL
Bαk

“ ´
1

2
py ´ µqT

BΣ´1

Bαk
py ´ µq ` p

BbT

Bαk
´ µT

BΣ´1

Bαk
qpy ´ µq `

1

2
TrpΣ

BΣ´1

Bαk
q (2.11)

BL
Bβl

“ ´
1

2
py ` µqT

BΣ´1

Bβl
py ´ µq `

1

2
TrpΣ

BΣ´1

Bβl
q (2.12)

Maximizing the conditional log–likelihood is a convex objective, and can be optimized

using standard Quasi-Newton optimization techniques. Constraint of positive-semi defi-

niteness of matrix Σ´1 ensures that the distribution is Gaussian. Therefore, to make the

optimization unconstrained, the exponential transformation of parameters αk “ euk and

βl “ evl is used in GCRF (Radosavljevic et al., 2010).

To sum up, in this model, prediction is governed by two parts, the association and inter-

action potentials. The association potential guides the main prediction power of the GCRF

model and clearly, the more accurate the unstructured models are, the more GCRF will as-

similate those predictions. On the other hand, as these unstructured predictors usually do

not take into account the structure information, interaction potential will compensate that

by introducing similarity matrix S, and bringing the predictions of the connected nodes

closer together.
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2.3.2 m-GCRF for learning with missing values

Our objective is to utilize the entire observed graph structure in cases with missing

labels in data. Ignoring nodes that have missing values with GCRF would mean a loss of

information from graph structure and building a conditional distribution on labeled data

only. If we decompose the original model based on the availability of the labels, we would

have:

P

ˆ„

yL
yU

 ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

„

XL

XU

˙

„ N

˜

„

µL
µU



,

„

QLL QLU

QUL QUU

´1
¸

(2.13)

where subscript L denotes the labeled part of the dataset, and U the unlabeled. GCRF

that ignores missing data (i-GCRF) would therefore have the model based only on labeled

data:

P pyL|XLq „ N pµL, Q´1
LLq (2.14)

where QLL is a precision matrix of exclusively labeled data, excluding the influence of

unlabeled graph nodes.

Instead of ignoring nodes with missing labels, we want to include the information from

xU that is available for those nodes. Marginalization is a challenging task for regression

in general graphical models since it requires integration over hidden nodes’ values. A

standard approach would be to use the EM algorithm which optimizes the lower bound of

the likelihood, but since our model is Gaussian, we can use matrix calculations to express

the true gradient of the marginal likelihood over the labeled data. EM is also shown not to

perform well when a large chunk of information is missing (Salakhutdinov et al., 2003),

as it is using only point estimates of the missing labels. Methods for Multiple Imputation

(MI) address this problem, but they are computationally demanding as they use sampling

to approximate marginal distributions (Rubin, 1987), which we can tackle directly in the
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Gaussian framework.

We define a GCRF model that marginalizes over the unlabeled examples as:

ppyL|XL, XUq “

ż

yU

ppyL, yU |XL, XUqdu (2.15)

As the original distribution is Gaussian, marginalizing over a subset of variables yields

another Gaussian distribution (Bishop, 2006):

ppyL|XL, XUq „ N pµ˚L, Q˚´1
L q (2.16)

with parameters defined as:

µ˚L “ µL, Q
˚´1
L “

`

QLL ´QLUQ
´1
UUQUL

˘´1 (2.17)

The total derivative of the precision matrix is given by:

dQ˚L “ dQLL ´ dQLUQ
´1
UUQUL `QLUQ

´1
UUdQUUQ

´1
UUQUL ´QLUQ

´1
UUdQUL (2.18)

By calculating gradients of (2.16) with respect to the parameters α and β, we obtain

equations (2.11) and (2.12) with precision matrix defined as Q˚L (2.17) and its derivatives

calculated as in (2.18), and we can optimize the marginal likelihood over the labeled nodes.

This yields a straightforward, but an effective method for using both labeled and unlabeled

data, as will be shown in the experimental part of the paper. With this marginalization

model (called m-GCRF) information on all links is retained, and the observed attributes of

nodes (xU ) with missing labels are also included in learning process. This can be inferred

by observing the precision matrix definition (2.17) which takes into account the inverse

covariance between labeled and unlabeled dataQUL and the covariance of unlabeled nodes

Q´1
UU . Both are calculated with dependency on node attributes (X), and carry necessary

information on the complete graph structure. The influence that spreads over some highly

connected, but unlabeled, nodes is also conserved.
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Moreover, marginalizing takes the whole distribution over the missing values into ac-

count and, unlike point estimates, will produce different effects when the uncertainty of

the missing variables under the model is high. This can be seen from the equation (2.15),

that can be rewritten as:

ppyL|XL, XUq “

ż

yU

ppyL|yU , XL, XUqppyU |XL, XUqdu (2.19)

The second term under the integral is the modeled distribution of the unlabeled nodes, and

can be seen as a prior for the observed likelihood. If the uncertainty of the label estimates

for the unlabeled part is very high, this prior acts effectively as a uniform prior and does

not affect the distribution over the labeled part.

2.4 Data

In this section we will describe data-generation process of synthetic graphs and intro-

duce data set from climate domain we will use in Section 2.5.2 to characterize effectiveness

of our method and alternative approaches.

2.4.1 Synthetic data

In total, 494 synthetic datasets were generated to evaluate our proposed model and the

benchmark models. Experiments aimed to characterize the accuracy of prediction with

missing data for various mechanisms were conducted on a 1600 node graph embedded

in a 40x40 grid observed in 5 time steps, where 4 independent time steps were used for

training and 1 for testing. In addition, bigger graphs (with 50x50=2500, 70x70=4,900,

100x100=10,000 and 120x120=14,400 nodes) were used to characterize scale up proper-

ties of the methods as reported in Section 2.5.3.

Each dataset is constructed using GCRF as a generative process. The unstructured

model in this GCRF was a Feed-forward Neural Network (NN) with 30 input variables

(in the range 0.01 to 0.1), 60 hidden nodes with sigmoid activation, and a single output.
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This NN with 10% additive noise in input is applied to a set of unlabeled examples (30-

dimensional tuples) and these examples were distributed on a grid structure based on the

value of the NN output, with a tendency for growth of the output values from the lower

left to the upper right corner of the grid, as shown at Figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.2: Heatmap of the values
of response variable y in the grid

The reason for the described data generation

process is an assumption that similar values will

be closer positioned in the space (grid). A data

similarity matrix containing weights of links be-

tween nodes is also generated randomly with weight

values in a range from 0.5 to 1. Although

GCRF method enables modeling evolving structural

changes (as explained in Section 2.3.1), in this work

we assume a static structure since the interconnection patterns among nodes in the cli-

mate forecasting problem motivating our study is static. This similarity matrix S is used

together with the described neural network R to construct a GCRF model (2.3). The de-

pendent variable y is generated by this GCRF model and is used to label all nodes in all

datasets (values of y fell in the range from 19 to 23).

Experiments on the synthetic 40x40 grid data were conducted with 7 different missing-

ness mechanisms: Random, Weakly connected, Strongly connected, Strongly connected

excluding neighbors, Mid-range y values, Remote neighborhood, Extreme y values (de-

tailed descriptions of missingness mechanisms are given in Section 2.5.1). For each miss-

ingness mechanism, seven kinds of data products were constructed with 0 to 80% of la-

bels missing. Note that in all experiments, a label removed from a node was removed

at all training time steps. For each type of data and each fraction of missing labels, 10

such data sets were constructed, to account for the sample variance. Therefore, a total of

490 synthetic datasets were used in the experiments reported in section 2.5.1 (7 types of

missingness x 7 fractions of missing values x 10 repeats).
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2.4.2 Precipitation data

A dataset of precipitation records from meteorological stations across the USA has

been acquired from NOAA’s National Climate Data Center (NCDC) (Menne et al., 2009).

Most of these stations are U.S. Cooperative Observing Network stations generally located

in rural locations, while some are National Weather Service First-Order stations that are

often located in more urbanized environments. A temporal graph is constructed such that

nodes at each time slice represent 1218 stations. The spatial information is used for cal-

culating similarities (correlations) between stations, but the graph is constructed such that

only stations within certain diameter are connected, thus the graphs structure is sparse.

In addition to precipitation, there are 6 more variables at each node which we use as

input attributes for each station. These variables are acquired from the NCEP/NCAR Re-

analysis 1 project (Kalnay et al., 1996), which is using a state-of-the-art analysis/forecast

system to predict climate parameters using past data from 1948 to the present (data avail-

able on NOAA website: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). These 6 variables are omega

(Lagrangian tendency of air pressure), precipitable water, relative humidity, temperature,

u-wind, and w-wind (zonal and meridional components of the wind, respectively). Our

goal is to make use of these variables and try to exploit inter-dependencies between sta-

tions in order to improve the prediction of precipitation amounts in these stations. Since

these attributes are obtained on the lower resolution than individual stations we used the

values of attributes from the nearest neighbor. To improve predictions, we perform square

root transformation of the target variable and did cross-validation during the training to

learn the hyper–parameters of the models.

2.5 Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness of the m-GCRF model, we are comparing to several

benchmarks.
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Neural Networks (NN) We test the performance of the unstructured predictor (a Neu-

ral Network model) which captures the nonlinear influence of input variables x, and is

effectively ignoring the unlabeled part of the training data. This kind of model is com-

mon in the domain of hydrology (Govindaraju and Rao, 2010), including the precipitation

prediction domain (Nastos et al., 2013; Silverman and Dracup, 2000).

i-GCRF We also evaluate the i-GCRF model that utilizes the unstructured predictor

(NN) and the available structure over the labeled data as described in Section 2.3.2.

Multiple Imputation (MI) To apply the MI procedure in our experiments we build

a predictor (Gaussian process for regression) to infer the missing values based on always

available input attributes (x variables). This predictor outputs a predictive distribution

(Gaussian) from which we can sample. Five imputed datasets (samples) are then used

to train the GCRF model that outputs the final (averaged) structured predictions (The pa-

rameters (α and β) over the samples are then averaged to produce the final model). This

benchmark method thus utilizes the information from uncertainties in imputed values, and

we use it to characterize the importance of knowing these uncertainties. Furthermore, we

use MI because it is a sampling method that approximates the direct marginalization (in-

tegral (2.19)) over the whole distribution of the unknown values (Williams et al., 2005),

which in many cases is infeasible to compute directly.

Gaussian Fields with Harmonic Properties Our method is also compared to a pre-

vious semi-supervised and structured model (Zhu et al., 2003) .Since we have unknown

labels in both parts of the training data and all of the test data, we tested this approach

over all unknown labels. We calculated weight matrix and used this weight matrix and la-

beled examples to infer values of unlabeled examples, consisting of test nodes and training

nodes with missing labels. Then we can measure the performance of this method on test

nodes in order to compare with alternatives. This approach produced poor results on our

datasets (R2 up to 0.35 for all missingness mechanisms) and therefore we are not showing

these results on figures together with the rest of alternative methods.
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Gaussian Fields with Harmonic Properties as an imputation method (HGF-GCRF)

To better utilize Gaussian Fields with Harmonic Properties, we used it to infer the values

of the missing labels in the training data only. Inference about unlabeled data is done

using labeled examples and a defined graph structure in each time step. Then we used

GCRF on this imputed data to utilize both the input features and the known structure in

order to produce predictions on the test data. This approach was named HGF-GCRF in

our experiments.

First, we evaluated the described methods using synthetic data. For each experiment,

we generated synthetic graphs of a certain type, each emphasizing the impact of some

data properties on the effect of models we compare, as will be described. All experiments

using synthetic graphs are repeated on 10 instances of a graph type in order to analyze

the variance of the results. Finally, we validate the effectiveness of the methods on a real-

world climate application for precipitation prediction, where the missing labels are present

in the observed graph history that we use for training. In both types of datasets, nodes of

a graph are completely unlabeled in history, which makes the task more challenging.

The results are shown in terms of mean and standard deviation of R2 as the fittness

accuracy measure (1 is the best result and 0 is the mean prediction; shown on y–axes of

the following figures) for 0 to 80% of missingness (on x–axes of the following figures)

in data for the proposed m-GCRF model and previously mentioned benchmark models:

i-GCRF, HGF-GCRF, Multiple Imputation, as well as an unstructured Neural Network

model.

2.5.1 Characterization on 494 Synthetic Spatial Graphs

Prediction results (time step t ` 1) of the models trained (1, 2..., t) on data with 80%

of missing values for one of the missingness mechanisms (Experiment 5, Figure 2.8),

are shown in Figure 2.3 as an example. It is clear from the figure that m-GCRF is able

to reconstruct the values in the best way comparing to the other models (results for MI
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procedure are not shown since this model had negative R2). In the following sections we

are going to describe experiments for all missingness processes, but as they are not easy

to visualize, figures similar to Figure 2.3 are omitted and the results are shown in terms of

mean and standard deviation of R2 for different fractions of missing data.

FIGURE 2.3: Predictions (second row in the figure) of the models trained on the data with
80% of missing values in time-steps up to t. True values are shown in the right-most top
figure for time step t` 1 as test true y

Node labels missing at random

In Experiment 1 the objective was to examine how the models will perform in the

case when labels are missing completely at random, i.e. where there is no control over the

missingness process of nodes. For this experiment 10 40x40 grid-based graphs observed

over 5 time steps are used, as explained in Section 2.4.1.

FIGURE 2.4: R2 of the five models when labels are missing completely at random
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From the results of Experiment 1 (Figure 2.4) we first see that under fully labeled data

(0% missing), both i-GCRF and the extended m-GCRF model, performed significantly

better (more than 20% larger R2) than the unstructured Neural Network model, showing

that the grid structure carries a significant amount of information about the label values.

By increasing the percentage of missing data, we find that m-GCRF was consistently more

accurate than other considered methods (i-GCRF, HGF-GCRF, MI, and NN). In this sce-

nario, the strategy of ignoring unlabeled data is losing information from the structure after

only 10% of missing data, whereas the marginalization approach seems to be more re-

silient to missing labels, up to 20%. Using any data imputation method was better than

ignoring information about the unlabeled part of the dataset when a small fraction of labels

was missing. However, these approaches failed when there was more than 10% (for MI)

or 20% (for HGF-GCRF) of missing data. Also, we found that imputation-based methods

were not stable, since the standard deviation of R2 for these models was large.

Missing labels of weakly connected nodes in a graph

The goal of Experiment 2 was to determine the effect of removing less structurally

important nodes. We started by removing the least connected nodes, i.e. the nodes whose

total sum of weights is minimal (smallest weighted node degree). We are assuming that

these nodes will not greatly compromise the structure of the graph.

FIGURE 2.5: R2 of the five models when less connected nodes (structurally less important)
are missing
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Here, in contrast to Experiment 1, we found (Figure 2.5) that i-GCRF was more ac-

curate than NN for all fractions of missing data. That is to be expected, since the effect

of removing first weakly connected nodes is that the remaining structure was more in-

formative, as compared to removing nodes completely at random. Additionally, in these

experiments m-GCRF retained good accuracy even when a large percentage of (less con-

nected) nodes was missing, greatly outperforming the i-GCRF method. We found that

removing weakly connected nodes hurts HGF-GCRF’s accuracy, especially when there is

a small percentage of missing labels, since imputation with Gaussian fields will smooth

values of less connected nodes too much. We observed that this method becomes more

accurate when excluding nodes that are more connected to their neighbors, but since the

fraction of labeled data is not large, the HGF-GCRF method is not able to reconstruct all

values correctly using only point estimate predictions. We found out that the MI method

is a poor choice here, and that variance of such estimates was large. We also note that

although the variance of different models seems to overlap, in each instance of the 10

experimental trials the ranking of the models was the same.

Missing labels of strongly connected nodes in a graph

In Experiment 3, models were evaluated for the case when nodes that are strongly

connected (larger weighted node degree) with their neighbors are missing (Figure 2.6).

This is the opposite scenario from Experiment 2, and so methods aimed to recover values

of missing labels based on structure should be more accurate in such applications.

In Figure 2.6 we see a more significant difference (20% of R2) between i-GCRF and

m-GCRF even for graphs with 5% missing data. This shows that ignoring nodes with

missing values that are structurally important is a bad strategy, even for small percentages

of missing data. As expected in this scenario, HGF-GCRF was able to capture depen-

dencies between these strongly connected nodes and use these connections to rebuild the

missing values.
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FIGURE 2.6: R2 of the models when strongly connected nodes are missing

Another interesting scenario is examined in Experiment 4, where nodes that are miss-

ing are strongly connected (as in Experiment 3), but we never removed the neighboring

nodes, so the Markov blanket of each node is preserved.

FIGURE 2.7: R2 of the models when strongly connected, but not neighboring, nodes are
missing

The results from this scenario (Figure 2.7) imply that if the neighborhood of each

missing node is known, the node could be recovered with more certainty, and m-GCRF

can sustain better accuracy on larger percentages of missing labels. This means that if we

can influence the mechanism of missingness (e.g. we need to choose how to reduce the

labeled training set), this aspect should not be neglected. We found a similar pattern when

imputing data using GF (inference about unlabeled nodes via smoothing of labeled neigh-

borhood in this situation really makes sense). However, since it is using only information

from structure and point estimation, the method accuracy was lower when more than 10%

of labels were missing and structure was compromised.
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Missing labels of entire neighborhoods

Experiments 5, 6 and 7 are aimed to evaluate algorithms when the cause of missing-

ness is in the neighborhood structure. For example, when sensors start going down in a

chain reaction from a particular sensor, which, for instance, is caused by spreading fire.

In particular, Experiment 5 evaluates algorithms when data starts missing from the center

of the grid structure and expands further out (Figure 2.8). Experiment 6 evaluates accu-

racy when missingness starts from the upper left corner of the grid structure, where there

are mostly middle-range values of the response variable y (Figure 2.9). Experiment 7 is

characterizing a situation when data starts missing from the upper right corner of the grid

(Figure 2.10), where values of the response variable y are largest.

FIGURE 2.8: Missing labels from center of the grid, where all the extreme values get
preserved even for high levels of missingness

FIGURE 2.9: Missing labels from upper left corner, where there are mostly mid-valued
nodes, but soon spreading to a whole grid

In all three situations, we notice improvements in the accuracy from the unstructured

predictor in both i-GCRF and m-GCRF, since the nodes that are missing are missed along
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FIGURE 2.10: Labels missing from the part of the grid where only large values accumu-
late, introducing bias to the models

with their neighboring nodes. Therefore, the rest of the structure is fairly well preserved

and even i-GCRF should benefit from information of the existing structure. We also see

good performance of HGF-GCRF when small chunks of data are missing, and very unsta-

ble performance of the MI method. In Experiment 5, since the data starts missing from

the center of the grid, we only remove mid-ranged values, and the extreme values of the

response variable y are preserved. In the results (Figure 2.8) we see a huge difference

between m-GCRF and i-GCRF on 40-80% of missing data. In Experiment 6, data of one

kind (middle-range values) is omitted first, but after 40% missing data the extremes (high

and low values of y) also start missing (they are not preserved as in Experiment 5). There-

fore, we see a drop in performance of m-GCRF when more than 60% of data is missing,

such that missingness affects both the highest and lowest values. Finally, Figure 2.10 from

Experiment 7 shows that if nodes are missing mainly with large values (extremes) of y,

this will cause high bias in the estimators, and the performance will drop significantly.

This corresponds to the situation of data Missing Not At Random, and is known to have

this effect theoretically (Mohan et al., 2013).

2.5.2 Climate Application: Precipitation Prediction

In precipitation data described in Section 2.4.2, there are no missing values in input

variables, but about 5% of the response variables (precipitations) are missing. Our experi-
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ments on this data (Figure 2.11 for the fraction of missing values labeled ”Natural”–(about

5%)) provide evidence that structured models bring some accuracy improvement versus

using an unstructured NN model. Consequently, the graph structure (spatial similarity)

carries useful information that structured models were able to exploit. When comparing

structured models, we also found that using m-GCRF was beneficial, as additional useful

information is extracted from context by marginalizing missing labels instead of ignoring

such cases.

In follow-up experiments with precipitation data we explored two scenarios inspired

by real-world situations in which there would be more missing labels. In one of these

scenarios the fraction of missing values naturally increases, while in the other we are

asked to reduce data collection in a way that minimizes the information loss.

Naturally increased missing labels

In Precipitation Experiment 8 the objective was to examine how these five models

would perform if we observed even more missing data. We modeled the probability dis-

tribution of originally missing nodes and used it to randomly add more missing values on

nodes that are more likely to lose labels according to this distribution. So, this experiment

explores the scenario of increasing missing data that could naturally occur under a process

similar to the original data missingness mechanism. The results of this experiment are

shown in Figure 2.11, where labels on the x axis correspond to the fraction of additional

missing labels. Here we again see very similar behavior as in the synthetic data experi-

ments described in Section 2.5.1. By increasing the percentage of missing data, we find

that m-GCRF was consistently more accurate than other considered methods (i-GCRF,

HGF–GCRF, MI, and NN). i-GCRF and the extended m-GCRF model, performed bet-

ter than the NN model, showing that the spatial similarity carries a significant amount of

information about the label values. Imputation–based methods were also better than un-

structured model when a small fraction of labels was missing. However, the MI approach
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failed when there was more than 10% of missing labels. Using imputation with HGF–

GCRF is a marginally better option than ignoring approach, but is not as good as using

m-GCRF.

FIGURE 2.11: R2 of all models on precipitation dataset with additional missing labels
according to the ”natural” missingness process

Active restriction of labels

Finally, in Experiment 9 we explore the scenario in which the objective is to reduce

the total number of labels in the dataset for future data collection. A practical situation

of this kind arises when there is a need to reduce the cost of collecting the meteorological

data by closing some stations or learning with spatial interpolation on non-existing stations

on a lower scale. By examining how models behave under different control of missingness

mechanisms, we can significantly help decision-making regarding the relevance of various

weather stations for accuracy of the overall predictive model.

We considered several missingness mechanisms. First, we removed nodes at random,

as in Experiment 1. Also, we removed weakly connected, or conversely, strongly con-

nected nodes, as in Experiments 2 and 4. Since the connections are determined spatially,

this means that strongly connected nodes are ones where there are more stations in the

vicinity. Here we also used the strategy of removing labels from nodes that are not neigh-

boring, thus preserving the Markov blanket of each node. Finally, we explored the strategy

of removing labels from nodes that historically did not have extreme precipitation values,
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as in Experiment 5. The results are shown in Figure 2.12. Note that the results in this figure

are shown only for m-GCRF, since the objective was to determine which data reduction

mechanism results in the largest R2 of m-GCRF prediction.

FIGURE 2.12: R2 of m-GCRF under different strategies of actively removing labels with
additional missing labels

We found that to control prediction error due to data missingness, removing a large

fraction of nodes at random or according to the natural missingness distribution is a bad

choice, since it affects the performance the most. Instead, it is better to remove strongly

connected nodes (without removing their neighboring nodes) if removing less than 40% of

data. We can interpret this as discarding precipitation measuring stations that have many

other nearby stations, but keeping the neighbors, since the strongly correlated neighbors

are useful in reconstruction of the missing values at the removed stations.

2.5.3 Execution time and scale up of the proposed method

The performance benefits of m-GCRF in all experiments, however, come with a cost.

Comparing with imputation methods, which always work on full size imputed dataset,

especially with Multiple Imputation method which runs GCRF method several times, m-

GCRF is more computationally efficient. However, using m-GCRF instead of i-GCRF

requires a longer execution time. This is actually expected, since the m-GCRF model

needs to calculate the impact of unlabeled data on the labeled part, which requires several
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intensive matrix calculations. To measure the magnitude of this aspect, we compared the

execution times and scaling of both models on larger graphs.

This experiment was conducted on larger datasets, as described in Section2.4.1 on

a single machine. We fixed the amount of missing labels to 40%, and varied the number

of nodes in a graph. The number of nodes goes from 1,600 to 14,400, so the graphs used in

this experiments have 50x50= 2,500 , 70x70=4,900, 100x100=10,000 and 120x120=14,400

nodes.

The results in Figure 2.13 show the execution time (in seconds) of both learning and

testing on a log-log plot, for increasing graph size. The slope of the fitted lines on a log-log

plot shows the power of the function that describes the scale-up complexity. We see that

m-GCRF has a higher complexity, with the slope 2.9533, which means the complexity

is almost cubic in total. The complexity of i-GCRF is, on the other hand 2.3610, which

is exactly as expected, since the original GCRF model is bound to the complexity of the

state–of–the–art matrix calculation implementations available in Matlab.

FIGURE 2.13: Execution time of i-GCRF and m-GCRF models on a log-log plot

For the biggest graph in our experiments, with 14,400 nodes in total, m-GCRF was

executed in around 2.5 hours on a single machine using a Xeon X5675 3.07GHz processor

with 128GB RAM. This makes the computation feasible for graphs of this size, reaping

increased accuracy that the m-GCRF brings when missing data is present. In scenarios

where efficiency is paramount, the use of i-GCRF is a reasonable option.
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Finally, all of the experiments were done using the exact method for learning the GCRF

parameters. Introducing approximation schemes (Ristovski et al., 2013) could signifi-

cantly increase the execution speed, which is an important goal for application on even

larger graphs.

To summarize, in this chapter we proposed a Marginalized Gaussian Conditional Ran-

dom Fields (m-GCRF) structured regression model for dealing with missing labels in par-

tially observed temporal attributed graphs. Our experiments on about 500 spatio-temporal

graphs with up to 80% of missing values provide evidence that m-GCRF is consistently

more accurate under various missingness mechanisms than an alternative i-GCRF model

that ignores unlabeled data, and than in the domain commonly used unstructured non-

linear regression model. Experiments also show that the proposed model outperformed

alternative imputation-based methods. The m-GCRF model is successfully applied to a

challenging problem of predicting precipitation based on a temporal graph with missing

observations. We also show that if there is a need to actively decrease the amount of labels

in the data (e.g. because of the cost of labeling), certain data reduction strategies can be

more effective, as they introduce less error when using m-GCRF for prediction.
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CHAPTER 3

MODELING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
FROM PARTIAL OBSERVATIONS

3.1 Introduction

Companies utilize loyalty programs to enforce personalized customer relationship man-

agement. These programs can be considered as a guiding force of marketing endeavors,

as good loyalty program has the power to turn a business into a customer-oriented profit

machine (Yi and Jeon, 2003). Users’ behavior can greatly differ, and so rewards and

promotions that do not care about each individual user’s behavior can result in a severe

revenue decline (Stauss et al., 2005).

In order to wisely plan enhancement of future customer engagement, it could be of

great use to predict future behavior of customers including their customer’s ticket1 and

visit frequency, which are good indicators of purchasing habits, and are also important

indicators of the company’s success. Therefore, companies are interested to detect dif-

ferent types of customers and to model their purchasing habits in order to properly build

customer-tailored loyalty programs (Dowling and Uncles, 1997) and deepen customers

1 Customer ticket is a common term for total dollar amount of transactions that customer spend over a
certain period of time
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loyalty to the brand.

In order to model users’ behavior, a large variety of data needs to be collected. Each

user action generates plenty of useful information about the user’s habits, rendering loyalty

programs one of marketing’s biggest data-generating mechanisms2. Collection of data on

actions and purchase details of customers can be fairly easy, but collection of demographic

and other preference data may be challenging. Even though users are usually willing to

turn over their basic demographic data (such as gender or date of birth) in exchange for

perceived value, they are often dissuaded from using loyalty services if required to pro-

vide more than basic information or answer questionnaires. Additionally, many users may

completely skip providing any demographic information if it is not obligatory. As such,

analyzing customer data often requires dealing with a large fraction of missing values,

which can severely limit the representational power of predictive models. However, com-

panies would still like to infer about their customers in order to identify where customer-

engagement marketing efforts should take place. For instance, based on certain estimates,

such as forthcoming amount spent or visit frequency, they can quickly react to the market

demand using personal recommendations via both online and offline channels, and/or by

setting special offers with rewards, and discounts in order to increase the rate of customer

retention.

A valuable source of information can be found in latent relations of customers. As

similar customers tend to have similar purchasing patterns, aforementioned predictive ob-

jectives can potentially be achieved by modeling those relations and observing customers

as nodes in a network. Therefore, our focus is primarily set on the structured models that

are capable of utilizing such information. Continuous (Gaussian) Conditional Random

Fields introduced in the previous chapter are such a model developed for structured re-

gression (Radosavljevic et al., 2010), that has been successfully applied to a large variety

of domains including climate (Radosavljevic et al., 2014; Stojanovic et al., 2015), energy

2 http://data-informed.com/customers-view-loyalty-programs-caution/ accessed May 2016
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FIGURE 3.1: Attributed (purchase history and demographic data) weighted (different
strength of customers similarity) temporal (months/quarters) partially observed (missing
data in some of the nodes) network of customers in which explanatory variables (X) are
partially observed (blank users: demographic data are missing) and the response variables
(y) represent measurements of customer engagement (customer ticket or visit frequency).
The goal is to learn parameters of the model on training data (..., t´ 2, t´ 1, t) and predict
continuous responses on test examples (t` 1).

(Dokic et al., 2016), social networks (Uversky et al., 2014), healthcare (Gligorijevic et al.,

2015, 2016c; Stojkovic et al., 2016) and biomedicine (Stojkovic and Obradovic, 2017;

Pavlovski et al., 2017).

This model is capable of structured regression for predicting customer tickets and visit

frequencies, while modeling relationships among customers. However, it is limited to a

given representation of the data, and is not robust to deficiency in explanatory variables. In

order to improve representational and predictive power of this model, as well as to provide

model robustness when a large fraction of explanatory variables are missing, we propose

a supervised neural based feature embedding approach capable of determining a latent

feature representation from partially observed explanatory variables within a structured

regression framework.

Our key contributions in developing such an approach are summarized below:

• Modeling customer data is formulated as a structured regression problem, with em-

phasis on prediction of future customer’s ticket and visit frequency, where a novel

deep structured feature learning framework is proposed for joint learning of cus-

tomers representation and their correlations in a supervised manner;

• The robustness of the approach is demonstrated while missing a large fraction of
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very useful demographic data in various patterns on several tasks (up to 80% of

missing values);

• The model has shown experimental benefits compared to ten alternative models,

including ones that are ignoring cases with scarce demographics as well as those

that try to compensate for the deficiency of demographic data in an unsupervised

fashion;

• The power and the generalization ability of the proposed approach are demonstrated

on two challenging customer engagement applications on real-life data from differ-

ent industries.

3.2 Data

Customer engagement problems and proprietary datasets used to characterize effec-

tiveness of the proposed method versus alternatives are described in this section.

3.2.1 Customer engagement data

Data from the business domain used in this study are based on electronically collected

customer engagement information. Besides their purchase history (e.g. number of visits,

items bought, discounts used, spending, etc.), we are partially familiar with their demo-

graphics, such as gender, age and similar information that a customer is asked to pro-

vide during an online registration/enrollment process. However, as previously mentioned,

there is a number of reasons why customers would not provide their demographics. Fur-

thermore, a company can decide to simplify enrollment process for the convenience of

customers, thus choosing not to collect a valuable set of information. Even though some

informative data about customers is missing, we would still like to accurately infer their

future spending habits and the frequency of their visits.
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For these two problems, in our experiments we drew datasets from two companies

involved in different industry domains:

• The first company is from the entertainment industry and a large part of their loyalty

programs are based on the monthly membership fee, thus it is important to estimate

how often a customer will visit in the following month.

• The second company represents a global luxury lifestyle brand in the body and home

products industry, which bases their members’ rewards on quarterly spending. Esti-

mating how much different customers will spend in the next quarter can be used to

come up with new exclusive special offers and rewards to deepen customer engage-

ment with the brand.

Therefore, we conducted experiments reported in Section 3.6 aimed to account for

predictions of customers’ future spending and visit frequency based on their recorded pur-

chase history and their partially observed demographics. In the first application, data is

collected over several months. However, the number of members for which demographics

are known measures in the order of thousands. In the second application data is collected

from the year 2012 and is aggregated on a quarterly level. The number of customers from

the sample used in our experiments for which we know complete information (so that we

can examine the influence of different processes and control experiments) measures in the

order of hundreds.

Identification of the two companies is not shown for privacy restrictions reasons. Also,

sensitive information such as exact numbers of customers or exact customers’ tickets and

visit frequencies from the companies’ databases is not being reported.

3.2.2 Problem set-up

For each company we have a set of N customers ci P C “ tc1, ..., cNu. For each

customer ci we are familiar with the response variable yi and a vector of m explanatory
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attributes: a P -dimensional vector of purchase data collected by the transaction system

xp and a D-dimensional vector of (partially) observed demographic data xd, so that m “

P `D and xi “ rx
piq
p , x

piq
d s.

We observe a set C of N customers over T time steps and model them as a network as

shown in Figure 3.2. Edges in the graph are weighted and represent similarity of response

variables of the nodes. The goal is to predict values of the response variable y in each node

of the graph in the following time step t` 1.

FIGURE 3.2: Attributed weighted network of customers observed over time in which
explanatory variables (X) are partially missing (blue nodes) and dependent variables (y)
represent the measure of customer engagement. The goal is to learn parameters of the
model on data of the initial t steps and predict continuous response values y at time step
t` 1 (grey nodes).

3.3 Related Work

As previously mentioned, given that we are dealing with a regression on data with

underlying structures, we are using a structured regression model, the GCRF model (Ra-

dosavljevic et al., 2010, 2014). Our proposed approach employs learning feature repre-

sentations to improve predictive power of this method, as well as to handle existing data

deficiency. Thus, in terms of robust modeling of explanatory feature mappings and desired

predictive task, we could employ several strategies:

a Predictive modeling on a complete set (or subset) of existing raw data, ignoring

partially observed nodes (schematics displayed in Figure 3.3a),
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b Unsupervised approach: a common approach where features are learned in an un-

supervised fashion prior to learning the predictive model (displayed in Figure 3.3b),

c Supervised approach: where features are learned simultaneously with the predictive

model (displayed in Figure 3.3c).

(a) Using the GCRF model on the existing data

(b) Applying GCRF on a transformed representation
H obtained by unsupervised approach

(c) Joint supervised learning of the input transfor-
mationM and the GCRF model.

FIGURE 3.3: Alternatives for applying GCRF on partially observed graphs

In this section we briefly discuss some of the state-of-the-art approaches related to

unsupervised and supervised learning of input feature representations.

Unsupervised feature learning Many feature learning tasks are defined as unsupervised

learning problems. For example, recent success of Deep Restricted Boltzman Machines

(Tieleman, 2008) or Deep Autoencoders (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006) has shown

benefits of unsupervised feature learning. However, the main limitation of unsupervised
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feature learning is that it constrains to a parameter space of allowed solutions (Bengio,

2009), and as such may not necessarily be optimized for the actual problem at hand. Typ-

ically, unsupervised feature learning methods determine the mapping M (Figure 3.3b)

by optimizing an unsupervised objective (e.g., minimizing the reconstruction error), and

afterwards a prediction algorithm can be applied to such transformed data.

Although this transformation M could capture the underlying structure, it does not

necessarily capture the objective of the overall regression (e.g. maximizing the log like-

lihood of a regressor). Therefore the process involves two objectives: a) minimizing the

reconstruction error as an unsupervised objective and b) maximizing the marginal like-

lihood as a supervised objective. Some studies have demonstrated benefits of training

CRFs on feature representations learned by unsupervised learners for classification prob-

lems (Do and Artieres, 2010; Mohamed et al., 2011). In this study we will use this type of

approach as one of baselines for structured regression and show that our proposed method

outperforms such models in terms of R2 measure.

Supervised feature learning In the area of supervised feature learning, several approaches

were proposed for the CRF based classification (Djuric et al., 2014; Do and Artieres, 2010;

Maaten et al., 2011; Mahajan et al., 2006; Quattoni et al., 2007; Radosavljevic et al., 2014),

where benefits were demonstrated on various applications. For example, learning of hid-

den states (or units) between explanatory variablesX and response variable y is considered

(Maaten et al., 2011; Quattoni et al., 2007), where this model is used for object detec-

tion and gesture recognition (Quattoni et al., 2007) and for optical character recognition,

text classification, protein structure prediction, and part-of-speech tagging (Maaten et al.,

2011). The approach is also applied to a phone classification task (Mahajan et al., 2006),

and to ad targeting (Djuric et al., 2014). Success on a large variety of tasks has provided

enough evidence that such methodology, if applied to continuous CRF’s, could improve

the model’s representational power as well.
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A different approach to modeling hidden units is to use neural networks architectures

in the association potentials of the CRFs. This approach has shown benefits for both clas-

sification (Do and Artieres, 2010) and regression (Radosavljevic et al., 2014). However,

these models were either incapable of modeling complex relationships of response vari-

ables (only used a linear chain or a tree structure) or the interaction potential of the CRF’s

used predefined network structure as input, independently of other explanatory variables.

In our approach, we propose using a neural architecture for the supervised mapping, on

top of which both representation, as mapping X Ñ y, and a general graph structure are

learned simultaneously.

In our experiments different related published approaches (described in Section 3.5.2)

are used as baselines for comparison to the proposed supervised feature learning method.

We provide evidence in several case studies for two prediction tasks that a supervised

strategy is not only more accurate, but is more robust when applied to partially observed

data.

3.4 Method

In the previous Chapter, Section 2.3.1, we introduced the Gaussian Conditional Ran-

dom Fields (GCRF) model and provided its interpretation. We mentioned there that a

combination of the two potentials leads to better performance than the unstructured pre-

dictors alone. However, we want to point out here that, as both unstructured predictor R

and similarity matrix S are given (learned prior to GCRF model learning), they introduce

a bias in the model. That is why in this chapter we propose a more complex, non-convex3

generalization of the GCRF model where R and S are learned within the GCRF frame-

work. This extension will remove the bias of using pre-trained inputs. However, the bias

will still be present in the form of chosen R and S functions. The new model will opti-
3 The trade off between model convexity and performance is a well studied topic and a number of studies

have pointed out that convexity does not necessarily lead to the more powerful models (Bengio et al., 2007;
LeCun et al., 1998).
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mize R and S for the overall regression goal and as such will improve its representational

power. We specify the proposed Deep Feature Learning GCRF (DFL–GCRF) model in

Section 3.4.1 and define feature embedding via neural mapping, as the chosen mapping

function for deep feature learning model.

3.4.1 DFL–GCRF: Feature learning with the GCRF model

Most existing approaches often rely on a two-step process where a latent representation

of explanatory variables is trained first, and its output is used to generate potentials for the

structured predictor. This piece-wise training is, however, suboptimal, as the deep features

are learned while ignoring the dependencies between the variables of interest. However,

when learned jointly they can improve their predictive power by exploiting context to build

on the available data, and thus be beneficial for the overall regression task.

In order to implement this approach to the existing GCRF framework (Radosavljevic

et al., 2010) and show its benefits, we have extended GCRF by:

• learning unstructured predictors RpX, θq and similarity functions Spxi, xj, ψq to-

gether with learning α and β parameters of GCRF, rather than using them as pre-

trained;

• defining a feature mapping functionMpX, ξq that takes available explanatory vari-

ables xi P IRm, for i “ 1, ..., N and maps them into IRh. 4 Both unstructured

predictors and similarity metrics will be dependent on newly generated features,

and we can formalize them as RpMpX, ξq, θq and SpMpX, ξq, ψq.

As our model performs feature learning together with learning input–output mapping and

complex outputs’ relations in a deep framework, we refer to this model as Deep Feature

Learning GCRF model (DFL–GCRF). The diagram of the DFL–GCRF model is given in

Figure 3.4.

4 The dimension of latent features h is arbitrarily chosen by the user
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This approach adds an additional three groups of parameters that are trained simulta-

neously with previously defined parameters α and β. In order for this extension to work,

the unstructured predictor Rpx, θq, similarity function Spxi, xj, ψq and feature mapping

functionMpxi, ξq, need to be differentiable functions w.r.t. their parameters.

The final log-linear form of the DFL–GCRF model is:

P py|Xq “
1

Z
expp´

N
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“1

αkpyi´RkpMpX, ξq, θkqq2´
L
ÿ

l“1

ÿ

i„j

βlSij
plq
pMpX, ξq, ψlqpyi´yjq2

(3.1)

Then the inverse covariance (precision) matrix Σ´1 changes its form to:

Q “ Σ´1
“

#

2
řK
k“1 αk ` 2

ř

g

řL
l“1 βlS

plq
ig pMpX, ξq, ψlq, i “ j

´2
řL
l“1 βlS

plq
ij pMpX, ξq, ψlq, i ‰ j

(3.2)

as well as b:

bi “ 2

˜

K
ÿ

k“1

αkRkpMpX, ξq, θkq

¸

(3.3)

The first moment of the multivariate Gaussian is obtained in the same way as before:

µ “ Q´1b.

This form of the model has the potential of using any linear or non-linear differentiable

unstructured predictor, and any positive differentiable similarity function (the choice of

these functions are presented in Section 3.5.1). However, joint optimization of the un-

structured predictors and similarity metric with the GCRF doesn’t allow for a convex op-

timization objective. An additional layer of complexity is introduced with the mapping

function MpX, ξq. We describe solution for this complex optimization in the following

section. With these additions we obtain a highly powerful and robust algorithm for mod-

eling complex relationships.
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Learning and Inference

The learning task is now to optimize parameters α, β, θ, ψ, ξ by maximizing the

conditional log-likelihood,

pα̂, β̂, θ̂, ψ̂, ξ̂q “ argmax
l jh n

α,β,θ,ψ,ξ

logP py|Xq. (3.4)

The modeled distribution is a multivariate Gaussian. Therefore, even though the objective

function is no longer convex, it is a smooth function. As such, the parameters can still

be learned by the gradient based methods with warm start techniques to avoid obvious

local minimums (Bengio, 2012). The partial derivatives of the conditional log likelihood

w.r.t. parameters α and β are given in in the Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12, and derivatives w.r.t

parameter θk will be:

B logP

Bθk
“
B logP

BRk

BRk

Bθk
(3.5)

where B logP
BRk

“ 2αTk py ´ µq and the second component depends on the chosen function

Rk. The derivatives w.r.t parameters ψl are

B logP

Bψl
“ ´

1

2
py ` µqT

BΣ´1

BSl

BSl
Bψl
py ´ µq `

1

2
TrpΣ

BΣ´1

BSl

BSl
Bψl
q (3.6)

where derivatives depend on the chosen function Sl.

Finally, derivatives w.r.t parameters ξ are

B logP

Bξ
“ ´

1

2
py´µqT

BΣ´1

BM
BM
Bξ
py´µq`p

Bb

BM
BM
Bξ
´µT

BΣ´1

BM
BM
Bξ
qpy´µq`

1

2
TrpΣ

BΣ´1

BM
BM
Bξ
q,

(3.7)

where derivatives depend on the chosen input transformationM, which will be discussed

in detail in Section 3.4.1. The procedure for a gradient based optimization of the DFL–

GCRF model is provided in the Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 DFL–GCRF optimization procedure
Input: Training data X, y
Initialize θ, ψ, α, β, ξ

(a) Estimate ξ by an unsupervised feature mapping strategy
(b) Estimate θ by learning unstructured predictor on mapped input space
(c) Estimate ψ by optimizing similarity for given nodes
(d) Estimate α, β by optimizing the GCRF model that uses unstructured predictor

and similarity learned in steps 2(b) and 2(c) as inputs using Equations 2.11
and 2.12

repeat
Apply gradient based optimization to estimate all parameters using Equa-
tions 2.11, 2.12, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7

until convergence

To avoid overfitting, which is a common problem for maximum likelihood optimiza-

tion, we added regularization terms for α, β, θ, ψ, ξ to the log-likelihood to penalize

large outputs of the parameters. The maximum posterior estimate of y is then obtained by

computing the expected value µ: ŷ “ argmax
l jh n

y

P py|Xq “ µ.

In Section 3.5.1 a particular implementation of the architecture used in our experiments

will be described in more details, including the choice of R (unstructured predictors), S

(similarity) andM (mapping) functions.

Neural Mapping for GCRF

We consider a general setting whereMpX, ξq can be any arbitrary function of ξ and

X . Options for MpX, ξq reported in literature include different matrix factorization ap-

proaches on feature matrix X (Levy and Goldberg, 2014; Zhou et al., 2014) or various

kernels (Cho and Saul, 2009; Qin et al., 2014). Matrix factorization approaches as well

as different kernel approaches often fail to outperform neural feature mappings on tasks

of feature learning (Perozzi et al., 2014). Other approaches include dictionary learning

(Mairal et al., 2009), which often includes L1 regularization to enforce sparsity, and as a

consequence affects smoothness of the optimization function (Wytock and Kolter, 2013).
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FIGURE 3.4: Deep Feature Learning GCRF Framework: Mapping function in our
experiments is a neural network. This neural network will map explanatory attributes to
attributes of a latent layer (H) and on such mapped data, GCRF is applied with linear
regression as an unstructured predictor (R) and Gaussian kernel as a similarity function
(S). Parameters of the mapping function (ξ), as well as parameters of the unstructured
predictor (θ) and the similarity function (ψ) are learned together with the GCRF objective
function and its parameters (α and β).

These methods require slow, dedicated methods for optimization, thus limiting their ap-

plicability to smaller datasets. In this study, a neural feature embedding architecture (Fig-

ure 3.4) is used, as recent advances in the field of feature learning show promising results

when applying such embeddings to a variety of tasks in many domains (Bengio et al., 2003;

Do and Artieres, 2010; Mikolov et al., 2013a). Mapping functionMpX, ξq “ σpξX ` bq,

with Sigmoid σpgq “ 1
1`e´g and a matrix of mapping weights ξ, constitutes the first layer

of deep architecture of DFL–GCRF framework (implementation details are given in Sec-

tion 3.5.1).

Our hypothesis for such defined framework is that examples with partially missing in-

puts yield nearly equally good hidden representation as completely observed inputs. Pre-

viously, neural mapping approaches were successfully applied to the task of reconstructing

corrupted input features, and theoretical analysis from several perspectives was provided

on its validity (Vincent et al., 2008). The difference comparing to this approach is that
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we expect the neural mappingMpX, ξq to learn response variable values y from deficient

explanatory variables X supervisedly, instead of reconstructing the explanatory variables

X , first, in an unsupervised manner. Experimental results showed that the proposed model

successfully outperformed this baseline model and thus, backed up our hypothesis.

3.5 Experimental setup

In this section an experimental setup for the proposed and baseline methods are de-

scribed.

3.5.1 The proposed method setup

In our experiments the DFL-GCRF uses a neural mapping as shown in Figure 3.4

with the following architecture: an input layer of dimensionality IRm, one hidden layer

of dimension IRhL , and IRh dimensional output with distributed features. The number of

neurons in a hidden layer of this neural mapping is hL « N
γ˚pm`hq

(Hagan et al., 2014),

where the number of outputs of this neural mapping is h and it is 3 in our experiments, and

γ is chosen arbitrary in r2´ 10s range.

The choice of unstructured predictor R is a linear model, which uses the first two

learned distributed features, while the choice of S is a Gaussian kernel learned on the third

distributed feature.

3.5.2 Baseline models setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of the DFL–GCRF model, we are comparing it to ten

alternative methods from groups of models that are using the complete set or a subset

of existing data as inputs and models that use latent features learned in an unsupervised

manner.

First, we test the performance of the following baseline methods that learn their pa-

rameters only on the observed part of the data (ignoring the cases with missing inputs), as
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described in the Figure 3.3a.

• Linear Regression (iLR): the unstructured linear predictor which captures the linear

influence of explanatory variables X to a response variable y;

• Gaussian Processes Regression (iGP) (Rasmussen, 2006): the GP model with a

Gaussian Kernel GKpxi, xjq. Kernel optimized via GP objective function was fur-

ther used as a network structure for structured models;

• Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (iGCRF): the GCRF model which utilizes the

unstructured predictor and the available structure (in our experiments structure is

node covariates learned with Gaussian Kernel).

Further, we compared the proposed approach to several models from the group of

unsupervised feature learning methods, as shown in Figure 3.3b: here, we apply one of

the mapping functions and afterwards learn the GCRF regression model on such a mapped

dataset (H). To isolate all other effects, we always used the same set-up for the structured

GCRF model. This consists of an unstructured predictor of the GCRF model learned on

mapped feature space using a linear model and interactions modeled via a Gaussian kernel

function. Baseline mapping functions in this category that we applied are:

• Deep Autoencoders (DAE) (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Vincent et al., 2008):

DAE aims to automatically learn features from unlabeled data by minimizing the

input reconstruction error, namely, by learning a compressed, distributed represen-

tation (encoding) for a set of input data, typically for the purpose of dimensionality

reduction;

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (van der Maaten et al., 2009): PCA aims to

find a linear projection of high dimensional data into a lower dimensional subspace

such that the variance is retained and the least square reconstruction error is maxi-

mized;
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• Neural Mapping (NM) is learned in a supervised manner by optimizing a neural

network (NN) for regression – mapping is defined as the last hidden layer of the

neural network. The architecture of the NM is exactly the same as that of the neural

mapping in the DFL–GCRF model. Note that this mapping is learned with the neural

network optimization function and not with the GCRF optimization function;

• Zero imputation: In the situation when data are missing, a 0 value is imputed. As

baselines in this category we used LR–0, GP–0 and GCRF on such 0–based imputed

dataset.

The effectiveness of the proposed (DFL–GCRF) vs baseline methods (NM + GCRF, NN,

DAE + GCRF, PCA + GCRF, GCRF, LR–0, GP–0, iGCRF, iLR and iGP) is evaluated

on two applications described in Section 3.2 and the metric used for evaluation is the

coefficient of determination defined as R2 “ 1 ´
ř

ipyi´µiq
2

ř

ipyi´ŷq
2 , where yi and µi are true and

predicted value for customer ci, and ŷ is the mean value for all customers in C. We limit

the values of R2 to r0, 1s scale, as we treat predictors with negative R2 performance as

useless, while predictors that obtain R2 “ 1 are considered to be a perfect fit to the data.

3.6 Experimental results

In this section the results are shown for: (1) predicting the customers’ visit frequency

in the following month, and (2) predicting individual customer’s ticket in the upcoming

quarter using their partially available demographic data, as well as their purchase history.

3.6.1 Prediction of visit frequency

The first company bases its membership on a monthly fee such that customers can

use a certain number of provided services (depending on the program they signed up for).

To provide ”one-to-one” type messaging and added value that is unique to the customer,

the aim is to estimate how often each customer uses purchased services in the following
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month. Even though these services are free of charge at the visit time (for customers

who paid the monthly fee), they often spend money on side products and services during

the visit and bring additional revenue to the company. Therefore, with the knowledge

of estimates of forthcoming visit frequencies, the company may build additional special

offers to incentivize rare visitors or may reward the most loyal customers by, for example,

providing instant benefits for a specific upcoming event. Additionally, the company may

use this information to further adapt existing programs or educate and remind customers

via targeted e-mail campaigns. To evaluate performance of the proposed model versus

the alternatives, we conducted a variety of experiments corresponding to several real life

situations that might occur with the loyalty program data.

Predicting visits frequency on fully observed data

In the first experiment, we assumed that all demographics prompted by the loyalty program

about the company’s customers are known. Such data is used to experimentally compare

the proposed model with the baseline algorithms described in Section 3.5.2. Results of this

Table 3.1: R2 comparison of DFL–GCRF vs 7 alternatives on complete data for prediction
of a customer’s visit frequency for the following month.

model R2

DFL–GCRF 0.9147
NM+GCRF 0.8793

GCRF 0.8652
GP 0.8582
NN 0.8525
LR 0.8502

PCA+GCRF 0.8350
DAE+GCRF 0.8063

experiment are shown in Table 3.1 in terms of R2. Note that zero imputation and ignoring

the missing cases are equivalent when there are no missing data.

From Table 3.1 we observe that the proposed DFL–GCRF model predicted frequency

of visits with better R2 than any of the alternatives considered. The improvements range
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(a) missing at random (b) missing for rare visitors (c) missing for frequent visitors
FIGURE 3.5: R2 of predicting visits frequency by DFL–GCRF model vs ten alternatives
for up to 80% of demographic information missing by 3 mechanisms.

from about 4% to 16.5%, where every percent of improvement can make a huge differ-

ence in terms of decision making when it comes to detecting the users from which the

most revenue is generated. Additionally, we can see from the percentages of improve-

ment that GCRF and GP models that account for correlations among the members were

more accurate than unstructured predictors (NN and LR). Therefore, modeling relations

between customers seems to be beneficial for this prediction task. Our experiments also

suggest that unsupervised feature learning models tend to significantly underperform since

they are working with lower dimensional inputs. However, methods with neural feature

mapping were more accurate. For example, supervised DFL–GCRF and unsupervised fea-

ture learning approach NM+GCRF were the best performing models (we also observe that

structured model, NM+GCRF, brings improvements to the unstructured NN model). This,

henceforth, confirms our assumption of superiority of neural mappings over alternatives

as discussed in Section 3.4.1

Influence of data missingness mechanism on predicting visits frequency

In the initial experiments we assumed that all customers were willing to share their

demographic data whilst applying for a loyalty program. However, in practice, demo-

graphics are lacking in many cases. This is the why we conducted experiments where

demographic data is reduced to a fraction of customers. Three types of missingness of

demographic data were considered: a) removing demographics of random customers, b)
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removing data of customers who are least frequent visitors, and c) removing demographic

data of the most frequent visitors. These three scenarios were considered for different

fractions of missingness (5% – 80%) in order to characterize their robustness in various

situations. The results for all missingness levels are shown in terms of R2 in Figure 3.5.

The proposed DFL–GCRF model has outperformed the alternatives and has demon-

strated the largest robustness in all three experiments. The overall performance improve-

ment was about 5% to 55% vs. nontrivial alternatives for 10% of missing data and about

50% to 368% for 80% of missing data. Some of the baseline models (e.g. iGP) were not

better than a mean predictor and are rendered as useless.

Demographic data missing at random (MAR) In the experiment reported at Figure 3.5a we

examined the situation in which random customers do not reveal their demographics. This

way of inducing missingness does not mimic a real process. However, it is an unbiased

way of examining the power of the models to handle missing demographic data. The most

robust results were obtained by the proposed DFL–GCRF where rather stable performance

is obtained up to 60% of missing data. NN and NM+GCRF were also somewhat robust

but less accurate than DFL–GCRF. The performance in other baseline models considered

dropped quite fast (after 10% of missing demographic data), with the exceptions of LR-0

and GCRF (which uses LR-0 as an unstructured predictor) that managed to maintain larger

R2 up to 60% of missing demographic data. The unsupervised feature learning models

failed even after a few percentages of missing demographic data was induced. The un-

supervised DAE approach of reconstructing inputs (Vincent et al., 2008) under-performed

on this task, as shown in Figure 3.5, and we see that the approach of supervised learning of

the mapping function yielded vastly better results, and thus justified our original hypothe-

sis. Also, we can see that imputation is a better strategy than ignoring data for each model

where we employed these two strategies (LR, GP and GCRF).
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Demographic data missing for the least frequent customers Experiments reported at Fig-

ure 3.5b examine R2 when demographic data was missing for rare visitors, which is a

common scenario in practice. The customers that are not well engaged with the brand

may not be willing to spend their time and energy in filling out forms for registration pur-

poses. The results of this experiment were similar to MAR results. This is due to the fact

that majority of the customers we are modeling are actually customers with low frequen-

cies of visits. The main difference between these two results is that when demographic

data is missing for the least frequent users the performance of the models tend to drop

more slowly than in MAR’s case (R2 remains relatively high up to 40% of missingness,

rather than up to 10% in MAR). The top three models in these experiments were still neural

feature learning models; with the addition of PCA as an unsupervised approach providing

good results in the overall missingness induction process. We conclude that the most fre-

quent users contribute the largest amount of variability in the data and thus are the ones

from which PCA linear feature mapping can benefit the most.

Demographic data missing for the most frequent customers The results shown at Figure 3.5c

are obtained for missing demographic data in a fraction of customers that are frequent

visitors (the most loyal ones). We found that this hurts performance the most. The main

difference versus results shown at 3.5a and 3.5b is a drop in R2 that occurred as soon as

5% of demographic data for the most frequent users was missing, which is about twice as

large, compared to other missingness mechanisms. Additionally, missing values for the

most frequent visitors reduced R2 the most for all of the examined fractions.

3.6.2 Prediction of a customer’s ticket

There are several ways in which the second company we analyse here can reward

(and therefore incentivize) return customers, which include providing free platinum re-

ward memberships to individuals that spend more than a certain amount over the course of
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a fiscal quarter, as well as sign–up, preferential, and birthday–related offers and rewards.

However, while the company encourages customers to disclose birthday information by

offering discounts during their birth month, many members still choose to keep this in-

formation private. This unwillingness for sharing makes determining future expenditures

more difficult, but the company is still interested in selling more to each particular cus-

tomer, either small or big spender, so it is important to be able to identify them. Our

approach allows for accurate prediction of a customer’s ticket even when a large fraction

of customer demographic information is missing.

(a) missing at random (b) missing for small spenders (c) missing for big spenders
FIGURE 3.6: R2 of predicting customer’s ticket by DFL–GCRF model vs ten alternatives
for up to 80% of demographic information missing by 3 mechanisms.

To evaluate the power of the proposed method versus alternatives for the regression

task of predicting customer’s ticket for the following quarter, we conducted experiments

based on several real life situations that might occur with the loyalty program:

• Experiment 1: both demographic data (queried at time of enrollment) and purchase

history data is available for all customers

• Experiment 2: a random fraction of customers do not provide their demographic

data, but their full purchase history is available

• Experiment 3: small spenders do not reveal their demographics, but purchasing

details are available
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• Experiment 4: big spenders do not reveal demographics, but purchasing details are

available

Predicting customer’s ticket on fully observed data

The results for Experiment 1 are summarized in Table 3.2. We observe that the pro-

posed DFL–GCRF model provides a wide range of improvements over alternatives (6%

to 135%). In practice even a small percent of improvement vastly improves the quality

of decision making in this application. We also see that NM+GCRF proves to be the best

runner-up model, while GP, which fared well in previous experiments, underperformed on

this predictive task (it was worse than a trivial mean predictor). Additionally, the rest of

the baselines compare rather unfavorably to the proposed DFL–GCRF, which suggests that

yet again, unsupervised feature learning is not an optimal strategy for predictive purposes.

Table 3.2: R2 comparison of DFL–GCRF vs 7 alternatives on complete data for prediction
of a customer’s ticket for the following quarter.

model R2

DFL–GCRF 0.5771
NM+GCRF 0.5436

NN 0.5041
GCRF 0.3165

DAE+GCRF 0.2789
LR 0.2527

PCA+GCRF 0.2454
GP 0

The GCRF model that is using LR as an unstructured predictor performs marginally

better than unsupervised feature mappings, but it was less accurate than non-linear models.

Influence of data missingness mechanisms on customer’s ticket estimation

In order to examine the robustness of DFL–GCRF for the customer’s ticket prediction

problem we induce up to 80% of missing values in demographic variables via three mech-

anisms. TheR2 results of ten baseline models and the DFL–GCRF are shown in Figure 3.6
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for these missingess mechanisms.

We observe that, in all three experiments, the overall performance of the three neural-

based models is the highest, and the gap between those models and the remaining baseline

models is much larger for this dataset. From the non-neural based baselines in all three

experiments we see that they are almost unaffected by the increasing missingness in the

customer demographic data. We can thus conclude that for this application, these 8 alter-

native methods failed to utilize demographic information. For three neural-based models,

we see that the performance drops much faster as compared to experiments reported in

Section 3.6.1, even for DFL–GCRF (even though the drop of DFL–GCRF is the small-

est compared to the alternative models). In the comparative test of R2 and robustness,

DFL–GCRF once again offers the best performance among the models used for different

missingness processes and different amounts of missing data, as shown in Figure 3.6. The

improvements of our model as compared to alternatives span an even larger range, starting

from 11.85% and reaching into the thousands in some cases.

To summarize, in this chapter we introduced Deep Feature Learning GCRF, a power-

ful deep model for structured regression that learns hidden feature representation jointly

with learning complex interactions of nodes in a graph. We have applied this method

to two real-world customer engagement problems and provided evidence that the pro-

posed method is capable of learning meaningful features for the purpose of regression,

and outperforming other published alternatives developed with a similar aim. Addition-

ally, we have tested the robustness of our method and other baselines when up to 80% of

demographic data is missing by three mechanisms, and thus examined potential cases of

missingness that might occur in the actual databases of companies.
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CHAPTER 4

LOCATION AWARE COMPOSITIONAL
REPRESENTATION FOR GEOTARGETING IN

SPONSORED SEARCH ADVERTISING

4.1 Introduction

There has been tremendous growth of Internet usage and Web environments in the

previous decade, bringing immense value in the form of quick and widespread information

access. Such development of size, accessibility, and subsequently, content allowed major

Internet players to monetize through advertisements while improving users’ experience

on Web search (a model called sponsored search). In sponsored search, publishers (Web

service providers) control the top results of a search so as to display only the most relevant

ads that resonate with query intent.

Modeling and predicting users’ query intent has drawn the attention of many researchers

(Aiello et al., 2016a; Djuric et al., 2014; Grbovic et al., 2015; Ordentlich et al., 2016; Yin

et al., 2016). Recently, notable success was achieved by the family of neural embeddings

approaches (Grbovic et al., 2016) that draw benefit from context of user queries and in-

teractions between users and services, like organic or sponsored link clicks or views for a
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users’ query.

Location plays a huge role in Web search context approximation and in implementing

context-aware applications, especially for mobile users. Increased volume of mobile Web

search has brought unprecedented opportunities for advertisers to personalize their mes-

sages to consumers based on their location, in real time, a practice called geotargeting.

Users are more likely to become consumers if they receive targeted message by the adver-

tiser that is in the context of their current location, or location they are interested about.

Proximity of users to points of interest, such are stadiums, airports, universities, and malls,

can provide meaningful context to advertisers who target specific interest groups. For ex-

ample, users that are located in a stadium could be targeted with sport merchandise, as

they are likely to identify with their favorite players who wear such apparel. An important

aspect of geotargeting, in addition to capturing physical location is capturing users’ local

intent that is commonly included in search queries. Users often use location keywords

to narrow down their search which are suitable for targeting, e.g. “best hotels in New

York City” or “coffee shops near me”. Exploitation of such local intent can greatly help

in satisfying users’ information needs, improving their experience, and likely leading to

significant performance improvements in sponsored search advertising.

However, modeling local queries has its specific challenges. Different from other query

categories, local queries typically have three components: query intent or query subject,

location of interest and implied ranking signals. For instance, the query “best hotels in New

York” implies that the users have intent to inform themselves about hotels (subject) in New

York (location) while taking into account their ratings (ranking)- best hotels. Matching

of local queries to advertisements (or any content) requires understanding of these three

components of the query. Another challenge is the heavy tail that is predominant in local

intent queries. Local queries that occur just once account for 25% of the local query

volume in a month (Figure 4.1). Due to a heavy tail, query history based methods (Grbovic

et al., 2016) cannot address such a query volume.
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FIGURE 4.1: Tail is predominant in local intent queries. Queries that occur less than 5
times per month account for close to 45% of total local query volume

Therefore, our goal in this study is to model local queries in a way that location in-

formation is used to improve understanding of query intent and query components for the

purpose of retrieving the most relevant ads for that query. To obtain query components we

parse local queries to associate semantic tags for query fragments using Conditional Ran-

dom Fields (CRF). With understanding of query components, we further aim to model tail

queries via broad match search and query fragments seen in more frequent queries, instead

of relying on exact-match of queries seen in history. Towards these objectives, we propose

a neural embedding model, named worLd2vec (based on the search2vec model (Grbovic

et al., 2016)). The model is using local intent search sessions to learn representations of

queries, semantic query fragments, locations, ads, and link clicks in a common space, such

that they can later be used to retrieve ad vectors for a given local query through a near-

est neighbor search on the cosine distance metric. To this end, we made the following

contributions in this paper:

• We use Local CRF classifier to parse the local queries and associate semantic tags

for query fragments (i.e. organization name, business category, location, qualifier

and attribute)

• We propose worLd2vec framework for representing Web session context: queries,
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locations, ads, semantic query fragments and link clicks in a common space , by

modeling location information in a global (session) or local (query) context using

five different approaches (gw2vwoeid, gw2vpoi, lw2v, lw2v`s, lw2vCRF`)

introduced in Section 4.3

• In order to address the cold start problem, remove query writing noisiness and to

properly model local query components, we learn compositional representations

(sum in our experiments) of a set of extraction tokens from local query semantic

fragments and location

• We trained the proposed location aware search embedding models using three months

of local intent Web search sessions, resulting in ad, location and query representa-

tions of very high quality. Extensive evaluation on a following month of real-world

search traffic showed that the proposed approaches significantly outperformed the

existing state-of-the-art search methods in precision and Normalized Discounted

Cumulative Gain (NDCG).

In the following section we introduce a problem of query-to-ad matching in sponsored

search sessions with local queries. Further, we propose different modeling approaches for

understanding Web session context of local queries in Section 4.3. We first show solution

where location information is used as a global session context, discuss its advantages and

shortcomings, and then introduce solutions where location is used as a local query context.

We cover related work in Section 4.4.

4.2 Problem set-up

The main goal of this study is to improve ad ranking and query-ad relevance scores for

local intent queries in sponsored search advertising by using information rich location rep-

resentations while learning neural embeddings of queries, locations, ads, semantic query

fragments and link clicks in the same vector space.
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4.2.1 System Overview

FIGURE 4.2: System Architecture: Our system consists of two parts: The Offline Em-
beddings Learning Flow and the Online Query to Ad Matching Flow. In the Offline
Embeddings Learning Flow we use session query and click logs to learn low dimensional
embeddings for queries, ads, location and semantic text fragments in the same vector
space. In the Online Query to Ad Matching Flow we use the learned embeddings to re-
trieve top k ads for an incoming query Q. The worLd2vec embedding learning step in the
offline flow and the worLd2vec Query Vector Composition step in the online flow (both
described in Section 4.3) form the main focus of this paper. The offline flow is applied
only on local queries as tagged by the Local Intent Classifier (Yi et al., 2009). The vectors
learned by the worLd2vec training step are stored in a embedding database and used later
in the Online Query to Ad Matching Flow. The query vector is at the time of searving used
to retrieve the top k nearest ad vectors from the ads database.

Figure 4.2 shows the overall system architecture. Our system consists of two parts:

The offline Embeddings Learning Flow (offline flow, in short) and the Online Query to Ad

Matching flow (online flow, in short). The focus of this paper is the embeddings learning

flow. The online flow is used to evaluate the performance of the offline models. The

offline flow learns embeddings for local queries, locations, ads, semantic query fragments

and link clicks in the same vector space. Detection of local queries is done by a local intent

binary classification model (Yi et al., 2009). Section 4.3 explains how the embeddings for

all proposed approaches are learned in more detail. In the online flow, the original query is

passed further on to the worLd2vec model to generate a vector representation of the query.

The vector representation of the query is then used to retrieve ads from the back–end

through a nearest neighbor search on the cosine distance metric. A detailed discussion of
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the feature engineering and performance tuning of the Local intent classifier component is

out of scope for this study, however in the following subsection we provide some essential

observations.

4.2.2 Queries with Local Intent

Detecting if a query has local intent (local query) has been well studied in the research

community (Venetis et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2009). In the context of local queries we make

the following observations:

1. A local query can be implicit or explicit. Given the query “coffee shops near me”, the

retrieved ads should refer to coffee shops that are near to the user’s current location.

We refer to such queries as implicit local queries and use the user’s physical location

to learn location embedding. Queries with specific location names (e.g., “best hotels

in New York City”) are referred to as explicit local queries and query location is used

to learn location embedding.

2. Location information can be observed as either physical or semantic . We define

physical location as the actual location of the user for a given query (i.e. zip or

city) and represent it using the Where On Earth IDs (woeids), unique hierarchical

location identifiers. Semantic location is defined as proximity (in our experiments

25 meters) to a Point Of Interest (poi) (i.e. specific regions or point locations like

sports stadiums, malls, airports or places of worship to natural landmarks, such are

forests and national parks). Spatial polygons for 329, 172 such places across the

continental USA are defined.

3. A local query can be further categorized into organization queries and business cat-

egory queries. Organization queries are those in which the user is looking for a

particular business (e.g. “Macy’s Mountain View opening hours”). Business cate-

gory queries are those queries where the user is looking for a list of organizations
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belonging to a particular business category (e.g. “coffee shops near me”). In this

case the user wants to see as result a variety of coffee shops (Starbucks, Peet’s Cof-

fee, Philz Coffee, Dunkin Donuts, La Colombe) sorted by distance to her physical

location.

4. Local queries often have a sorting criteria based on which the user wants the results

to be ordered. This criteria expressed in terse natural language by the user should be

mapped to an attribute of the organizations retrieved and then sorted on that attribute.

For instance, the query “best hotels in New York City”, implies that the user wants

the sorting function to consider the ratings of the hotels in New York City. We term

the query phrases that refer to the sorting criteria (best, cheap, near) as qualifiers.

5. Some Local queries look for a particular facet of an organization. For instance, the

query “Macys Mountain View opening hours” is looking to find the store hours for

a particular organization of interest. The query phrases that refer to organization

facets are termed as attributes.

4.2.3 Location Enriched Sponsored Search Session

To train the proposed models, we use search query logs organized in a dataset contain-

ing S search sessions. Each session log contains user activities h in the form of search

queries, link clicks, or ads ordered by the time of appearance: s “ ph1, ..., hiq P S. In ad-

dition to the search user activities, for local intent queries user location (if allowed) and/or

query location hloc is logged as well. For implicit queries (i.e.“coffee shops near me”),

we use physical user location to learn location embedding, while for explicit local queries

(i.e., “best hotels in New York City”) query location is used to learn location embedding

for local models. For both types of local queries, location is recorded in the form of zip,

city, state, etc. using woeids. In addition, we analyze semantic location in a part of our

experiments (global models in Section 4.3.4) using geofencing, a practice of considering
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user proximity to a Point of Interest (poi).

4.2.4 Ad Retrieval Task Evaluation

For all of the models, three months of Web search sessions were used for learning

embeddings. US only sessions with location (poi or woeid) are kept, while logs with

bots, short life cookies and sessions with more than 30 queries are removed. The learned

representations of queries were then used to produce list of most relevant ads to a given

query. The models were evaluated on local search logs from the testing month in terms

of ranking and relevance, measured by precision@K and NDCG, and compared to the

state-of-the-art method from the literature.

Measuring Precision@K for Top K Ads Precision@K is computed for each query as a frac-

tion of relevant (clicked) ads within the K retrieved ones, and average precision over all

queries is reported.

Measuring Ad Ranking Quality via Editorial Judgments Relevance of ads for given queries

is analyzed by leveraging professional editors’ judgment. Editors manually judge each

query–ad pair, assigning one of six grades: Perfectly Relevant, Highly Relevant, Relevant,

Somewhat Relevant, Barely Relevant or Irrelevant. Once grades for query-ad are obtained,

it is possible to provide a gold standard ranking. Then Normalized Discounted Cumulative

Gain (NDCG) as the metric can be used to evaluate the query to ad matching performance

(Aiello et al., 2016a).

4.3 Location Aware Embeddings for Sponsored Search Advertising

In this section we first describe distributed representation models successfully used on

Web search sessions data (Grbovic et al., 2016) and later we propose five approaches to use

location information in addition to a query, search clicks and ads from sponsored search
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sessions to improve on the local intent query2ad retrieval task. We introduce them in an

iterative manner, where performance with advantages and modeling challenges are dis-

cussed for each of the models, leading to development of multiple approaches for different

aspects of modeling location context of Web search queries.

4.3.1 Distributed Representations for Web Search: s2v

FIGURE 4.3: Graphical representations of the location agnostic search2vec model illus-
trated on a sample session (Grbovic et al., 2016)

In the recent years, there has been an increased focus on learning distributed repre-

sentations for the unstructured data such as Web search (Grbovic et al., 2016; Ordentlich

et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2016). Methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) have

shown benefits over more traditional representations such as TF–IDF bag-of-words (BoW)

representation. However, recent advancement (Djuric et al., 2015; Grbovic et al., 2016)

of Neural Embedding models, based on the popular word2vec algorithm (Mikolov et al.,

2013a), has provided more powerful representations. The particular search2vec (s2v) al-

gorithm (Grbovic et al., 2016) has repeatedly shown benefits over other state-of-the-art

baselines for web search ad retrieval tasks. It learns web search tokens: query, search

link click (slc) and ad representations from user search session which can be represented
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as sequences of tokens ordered by their respective time stamp, and observed as a sample

from some unknown language. Following this reasoning, the s2v learns representations of

these concepts in a low-dimensional space by maximizing the objective function L over

the entire set S of sessions as follows,

L “
ÿ

sPS

ÿ

hiPs

ÿ

´bďmďb,m‰0

logPphi`m|hiq. (4.1)

The probability Pphi`m|hiq of observing a ”neighboring” token hi`m given the current

token hi is defined using the softmax function over an inner product of hi`m and hi vectors:

Pphi`m|hiq “
exppvJhiv

1
hi`m

q
ř|D|
d“1 exppvJhiv

1
dq
, (4.2)

where vh and v1h are the input and output D-dimensional vector representations of token

h, and hyper-parameter b represents the length of the context for session records. As

illustrated in Figure 4.3, and equation 4.2, s2v uses the central token hi to predict b tokens

that come before and b tokens that come after it in the search session. As a result, queries,

slcs and ads that often co-occur and have similar contexts will have similar representations

as learned by this model – representations that have been proved useful for various tasks

and in particular for query-ad matching.

To allow scalability of the model learning for web search sessions, a negative sampling

approach was employed (Mikolov et al., 2013a) and in addition implicit negatives that are

observed in the data are used (ad clicks are used as positive samples and ad views on higher

positions with no click are used as negative samples when updating a query)(Grbovic et al.,

2016). The graphical representation of the s2v algorithm is given at Figure 4.3. The s2v

algorithm is used in a particular for the query-ad matching task and it is our main baseline

in this study as we build upon the model and results of this method. However, as discussed

above, Web search sessions can be influenced by the user location or can be focused on

the search related to some location. Currently, s2v is not readily capable of representing
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location information itself for the query-to-ad matching task, as it sees a whole query

as one entity. In addition, due to heavy tail in local queries distribution, s2v as a query

history based method cannot address such a query volume. Therefore, our goal in the

following sections is to describe and analyze different approaches of modeling location

using distributed representations.

4.3.2 Search Session Location as a Global Context: gw2v

To use the s2v algorithm for learning distributed representation of location information

in addition to query, slcs and ads, we propose a simple and intuitive, but efficient approach

to model user’s location as a global context while learning vectors of other tokens in the

Web session. By modeling location as a global context of the Web session, we model de-

pendency between location, query and ads, which ought to improve query-to-ad matching

of previous approaches.

global-worLd2vec model (gw2v)

The main addition of the gw2v model over the s2v approach is that physical location

of a user (in the form of either woeid or poi) is modeled as a global context of all Web

search session tokens (therefore, the name global-worLd2vec). The objective function of

the gw2v for a given user’s location hglobal for the j-th session is,

L “
ÿ

sPS

ÿ

hiPs

ÿ

´bďmďb,m‰0

logPphi`m|hi,hglobalq. (4.3)

This way of modeling location naturally surfaces as an intuitive approach for learning

location representation for each Web search session and it is graphically represented in

Figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.4: Graphical representations of the global-worLd2vec model that uses location
information as a global context, illustrated on a sample session

Experiments with gw2v

Once the representation of queries, user’s location, and ads are learned in a common

space, we can find the top K nearest ads to the query vector in that space. For all queries

with local intent in the testing month, we retrieve the top K ads and examine if a click

happened among them. We discuss the query2ad results for:

• gw2vwoeid: gw2v model with locations represented via woeids,

• gw2vpoi: gw2v model with locations represented via pois,

in the following paragraphs. Precision@K is shown in Table 4.1 for implicit and explicit

queries for s2v, gw2vwoeid and gw2vpoi. In addition to s2v, we compare against LDA

(Blei et al., 2003) (a statistical distributed representation models applied on sessions data

to learn representation of queries, ad and search link clicks, used for query-to-ad match-

ing using nearest neighbors search in the topics space) and TF-IDF (Salton and McGill,

1986) (a model that generates broad match candidates by computing the cosine similarity

between bag-of-words representation of queries and ads constructed from ad title, descrip-
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tion, and display url). However, s2v outperformed both of them, with in average 15% of

improvement over TF-IDF and 14% of improvement over LDA, so we do not show these

results in the table.

query2ad retrieval task results We observe that both gw2v models outperformed the ex-

isting s2v model in terms of precision@K in all the experiments. We see, however, that

the improvement is more noticeable in the case of implicit local queries („6% up to 20%

of improvement), than on explicit queries („2% up to 6% of improvement). This makes

sense because these models use user’s location as a global context to all user’s actions

from the Web session, and in the case of implicit query (such as “coffee shops near me”),

this can be helpful. While in the case of explicit queries (such as “best hotels in New York

City”, while user’s location is Boston), this can actually hurt the algorithm performance,

and that is reflected in lower improvement over the s2v model. Even though we do not

use location information in the retrieval process (we find the closest ad to the query vector

only), the vectors of ads, queries and locations are learned in the common space, thus we

see the influence of location representations to relations between queries and ads, resulting

in improved performance in query2ad task.

Table 4.1: Precision@K for s2v and gw2v algorithms (for poi and woeid location repre-
sentations) trained on Web search sessions with local intent (implicit and explicit) queries

precision@K
model task 1 2 3 5 10

im
pl

ic
it s2v q2ad 0.204 0.369 0.490 0.550 0.582

gw2vw q2ad 0.384 0.481 0.575 0.610 0.642
gw2vp q2ad 0.409 0.530 0.628 0.669 0.711

ex
pl

ic
it s2v q2ad 0.062 0.075 0.086 0.094 0.111
gw2vw q2ad 0.111 0.136 0.147 0.158 0.174
gw2vp q2ad 0.086 0.116 0.127 0.139 0.149

Evaluation of semantic vs. physical location information Table 4.1 shows that the over-

all performance on the query2ad task of the gw2vpoi model is better than that of the
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Table 4.2: Top 10 nearest search queries to the point of interest “Universal Studios Florida”
Query Cosine Similarity
Universal Islands of Adventure 0.959
Disney MGM studios Orlando 0.958
Universal Studios Orlando discount tickets 0.956
MGM Studios Orlando 0.954
Islands of Adventure Orlando 0.952
Harry Potter Universal Studios 0.951
MGM Studios Orlando theme park 0.950
Universal Studios Orlando hours of operation 0.950
Disney world epcot attractions 0.949
Disneyworld Orlando 0.948

gw2vwoeid model. In Table 4.2, we show an example of the common vector space of

pois, and queries. We retrieved the closest queries to the point of interest: “Universal Stu-

dios Florida”. We see queries like: “Universal Islands of Adventure”, “Universal Studios

Orlando discount tickets”, “mgm studios Orlando”, “Islands of Adventure Orlando” etc.

The retrieved queries are highly relevant to the given point of interest, which demonstrates

that the learned pois representations are meaningful for the query2ad retrieval task.

However, the challenge of working with pois is that their coverage of sessions is lesser

than those with woeids („ 5%, as less users search in the proximity to some Point Of

Interest than in a general location for which we can find out physical location in terms of

zip, city, etc.). Also, explicit local queries in most of the cases will contain locations such

as cities (e.g. “rent-a-car in San Jose”) that are better represented via woeids. For these

reasons, we decided to make further improvements in the modeling of locations in local

intent queries sessions with woeids instead of pois.

Ad ranking quality evaluation In addition to the precision@K evaluation for ad retrieval

task, we examine query-ad relevance scores of the proposed models. In Figure 4.5 we

show a correlation plot of cosine similarities between vectors of editorially judged queries

and ads generated by the gw2v method. The cosine similarity scores correlate well with
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FIGURE 4.5: Median global-worLd2vec Score by Editorial Grade

FIGURE 4.6: Average NDCG results for s2v, g2v, lw2v and lw2vCRF` models

the editorial judgments, indicating a strong potential of the learned representations for the

task of retrieving high-quality query-ad pairs.

We further show how different models compare at a particular rank using the average

NDCG values over a set of editorial judgments of query-ad pairs. From Figure 4.6, we

observe that the s2v performs worse than the location aware models (either global or local

that are introduced in the following sections).

Modeling obstacles

From the above results, we see that global approaches perform well on implicit types

of queries, however, they underperformed on explicit types of queries. We can thus con-

clude that using users’ location information for every query in Web search session can be
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detrimental for some tasks. Therefore, we decide to develop local approaches and instead

of using user location information as a global context, use either query location for explicit

queries or user’s phisical location for implicit queries as a local context for a local query.

4.3.3 Using Location Information Locally for Local Queries: lw2v

Analysis of the previous results show that even though they provide beneffits in terms

of query-ad matching, global models have shortcomings when it comes to ad retrieval for

explicit queries. In order to address this issue we further model location as a local context

for queries that have local intent.

FIGURE 4.7: Graphical representations of the local-worLd2vec (lw2v) model that uses
location information as a local context, illustrated on a sample session

lw2v model

The main difference of the the lw2v model compared to gw2v is the context modeling.

In lw2v location information would be used as a local context of queries with local intent

within the session s, and not globally for all elements of the session as in gw2v. This way,

location vectors hloc and query vector hi would be learned independently and only when
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it is given, implicitly or explicitly, that location dictates the part of the session s. The

objective function L of the lw2v model can be written as follows,

L “
ÿ

sPS

ÿ

hiPs

ÿ

´bďmďb,m‰0

logPphi`m|hi, lociq, (4.4)

where loci is defined as

loci “

$

’

&

’

%

hloc , where loc is

#

user location ,if hi is implicit local query
query location ,if hi is explicit local query

0 , otherwise.

(4.5)

The lw2v model is shown in Figure 4.7, where we clearly see that the local query vector

is influenced by the location vector. Such representation allows update of the query vector

for relevant locations only, rather than for all queries in the session, thus improving over

limitations of explicit queries of the initially intuitive gw2v model.

Experiments with lw2v

From lw2v rows in Table 4.3 we observe improved performance of the lw2v model on

explicit queries (up to 7%) over gw2v and (up to„15%) over s2v, showing that using query

location instead of user’s location can be beneficial for retrieving ads for explicit queries.

However, that led to degradation in precision for lw2v over gw2v for implicit queries, still

outperforming the s2v algorithm (up to „16%). Here, similar to gw2v, location informa-

tion helps in learning better embeddings, in the moment of usage while retrieving ads for

specific query. In addition to query2ad matching task, we report precision@K results for

pquer&locationq2ad task. In order to use location information in the ad retrieval pro-

cess, we combine vectors of query and location and find the closest ad vector to the vector

representing their sum (vquery ` vlocation) in the pquery&locationq2ad task. Precision@K

results are better on query2ad than on pquer&locationq2ad task, as not training the model

for the purpose of retrieval on the composition of vectors affects the performance on this

task.
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Modeling obstacles

Previously described results show that local lw2v model does provide improvements

for explicit local queries over global gw2v model. However, searching for relevant ads

based on a local query and location pquery&locationq2ad provides no significant im-

provement over s2v model (in most of the cases „1% ). To allow the model to learn

composable embeddings, whose combinations can be uses to search the vector space, we

introduce the model designed for pquery&locationq2ad retrieval task.

4.3.4 Learning Compositional Representation of Query and Location: lw2v+

Using location information for local intent queries and with the purpose of testing it

as pquery&locationq2ad, we develop a sum-representation compositional lw2v model,

the lw2v+ model. Composition representation in our experiment is defined as sum rep-

resentation, however it is not limited to this (for reference, please see the overview of

compositional embedding models from NLP literature in Section 4.4.3 ).

Table 4.3: Precision@K on query2ad, (query&location)2ad, qualifier_subject_location
2ad, subject_location2ad, (subject+location)2ad and qualifierType_ subject_location2ad
tasks for 3 local-worLd2vec (l2v, l2v+ and l2vCRF+) algorithms trained on Web search
sessions with local intent (implicit and explicit) queries or queries semantic fragments

precision@K
model task 1 2 3 5 10

im
pl

ic
it

lw2v
q2a 0.369 0.472 0.544 0.580 0.663

(q+l)2a 0.259 0.375 0.506 0.552 0.594

lw2v+
q2a 0.375 0.485 0.553 0.593 0.656

(q+l)2a 0.388 0.492 0.573 0.620 0.672

lw2vC+

(q_s_l)2a 0.392 0.497 0.588 0.626 0.689
(s_l)2a 0.385 0.461 0.545 0.608 0.667
(s+l)2a 0.390 0.485 0.565 0.620 0.680

(qt_s_l)2a 0.384 0.446 0.562 0.611 0.672

ex
pl

ic
it

lw2v
q2a 0.124 0.157 0.177 0.201 0.226

(q+l)2a 0.096 0.134 0.159 0.185 0.217

lw2v+
q2a 0.128 0.160 0.194 0.228 0.246

(q+l)2a 0.129 0.163 0.213 0.235 0.277

lw2vC+

(q_s_l)2a 0.116 0.168 0.227 0.262 0.297
(s_l)2a 0.148 0.194 0.222 0.247 0.266
(s+l)2a 0.147 0.207 0.247 0.275 0.294

(qt_s_l)2a 0.151 0.199 0.228 0.270 0.283
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lw2v+ model

The key aspect of the lw2v+ model is that conditional probability Pphp`qi`m|h
p`q

i q is

rewritten as combined representation, for example Ppad|pquery&locationqq shown in Fig-

ure 4.8. Such representation allows for a combined search in the vector space, allowing

for more information-rich queries.

FIGURE 4.8: Graphical representations of the lw2v+ model that uses location information
as a part of composition, illustrated on a sample session

WorLd2vec models learn vector representation for each token in Web search session.

To account for dependency of the tokens in the lw2v+ model, we propose compositional

tokens hp`q to be represented as a set Gh “ tt1, . . . , tGu for G tokens provided in the

composition. The dot product vJhiv
1
hi`m

used in Softmax for modeling Pphi`m|hiq, now

becomes:
ř

tgPGh
vJtgv

1
hi`m

(for the example in which composition token is in the context).

The softmax function is in that case:

Pphi`m|hp`qi q “
expp

ř

gPGh
vTg v1hi`m

q
ř|D|
d“1 expp

ř

gPGh
vTg v1dq

. (4.6)

In equations above, composition token was a context token, but it can be a central token

instead, or in general case, both context and central tokens can be composition tokens.
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The objective function L of the lw2v+ model can be written as follows,

L “
ÿ

sPS

ÿ

hiPs

ÿ

´bďmďb,m‰0

logPphp`qi`m|h
p`q

i q. (4.7)

where hp`qi is defined as

h
p`q

i “

$

’

&

’

%

phquery ` hlocqi , if query is a local intent query
and loc is it’s location

hi , otherwise
(4.8)

Experiments with lw2v+

Table 4.3 shows precision@K results of the lw2v+ model for query2ad and pquery&locationq2ad

tasks, respectively. We can now see the improvement in precision for pquery&locationq2ad

task over query2ad retrieval task for this model, showing that not only the model was able

to capture useful location information while learning the vector embeddings, but was able

to exploit this information in an efficient manner for the retrieval task as well. We also see

that this way of learning vector representations helped in both tasks when compared to the

lw2v model, especially on pquery&locationq2ad task, as the improvement over lw2v is up

to 13%. Improvement over s2v ranges from „5% up to „20%, while for the gw2v model

results are comparable for implicit queries on query2ad task, but in most of the cases l2v+

on the pquery&locationq2ad task performs better than gw2v on the query2ad task. On

explicit queries this improvement is certain and it goes up to 16% on both tasks.

Location relevant keywords Further, we analyze learned vector representations of query

and location tokens. We focus our use case on the Atlanta airport (ATL) woeid (as the

largest airport in the world) and analyze proximity of queries in the embedded space to

this location vector given by lw2v and lw2v+ models.
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(a) lw2v (b) lw2v+
FIGURE 4.9: Individual keywords for top 100 relevant queries to the search of ATL airport, obtained by
lw2v (a) and lw2v+ (b)

We show the analysis on one example, but we observe similar traits on other airport

examples as well. We compare embeddings obtained by these two models by retrieving top

100 nearest queries in the embedded space and provide word-clouds of individual words

found in the top 100 queries for each model in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9a shows query words

relevant for the local search of the ATL airport. We can see that lw2v model was capable of

learning correlation of airport embeddings with queries that primarily focus on purchasing

airport tickets and obtaining information on flights (we observe high frequency of words

such as ’airlines’, ’flights’ and ’tickets’). This, however intuitive, does not entirely reflect

the actual intent users may have while searching from airport (implicit local queries) or

about airport (explicit local queries). Queries made while users were physically near the

airport are not likely made with intent of purchasing a ticket. Rather, users make both

explicit and implicit local queries to inform themselves about desired destinations. These

destinations are seemingly geographically dependent, which is exactly shown in word-

clouds of the lw2v+ model (Figure 4.9b). lw2v+ model learned high relevance of popular

destinations travelers traveling from the airport are likely to visit, like ’Florida’, ’Miami’,

’Key West’, ’Bahamas’, ’Atlanta’, or hotels, resorts, transportations from the airport to a

destination, like ’inn’, ’resort’ and names of particular hotels. Of course, queries related to

travel, like ’flight’ and ’airport’ are in the closest proximity, confirming that plus models is

also capable of retrieving flight ads as the lw2v model, with the enriched context of user’s
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local intent. From this analysis we can conclude that lw2v+ model is capable of learning

embeddings more relevant to users local travel intents compared to the lw2v approach.

Modeling obstacles

Even though this model outperforms previous approaches overall, it is still susceptible

to large variability in query writing and sensitive to cold start problems. Therefore, we

further improve worLd2vec family of models by reducing variability and handling novel

queries.

4.3.5 Learning Compositional Representations of Query Extractions and Location: lw2vCRF+

In order to achieve this goal, we parse the local queries to associate semantic tags for

query fragments. This task is often referred to as information extraction from short text

or shallow semantic parsing. CRF is one of the best performing algorithms for extracting

information from short text (Li et al., 2009). We use 28,000 random local queries that are

annotated by human experts and labeled according to the BIO scheme for the following

tags: Organization Name, Business Category and Location (state, city and zip levels, using

where on earth id - woeid - tag). For extracting qualifiers and attributes, we rely on the

longest string matched on a hand-curated dictionary of popular qualifiers and attributes. In

average across all categories, the CRF model achieved 0.9 in precision and 0.87 in recall.

The performance of the CRF model for the tags above is noted in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Performance of the local CRF model
Tag Precision Recall

Organization Name 0.89 0.86
Business Category 0.7 0.74

Location:State 0.96 0.85
Location:City 0.92 0.93

Location:ZipCode 1.0 0.97

We then annotate Organization Name and Business Category tags as subjects, Location

tag (if less than a state level: e.g city, zip, neighborhood, etc) as location, Qualifier tags
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(except location related qualifier, e.g. ’near me’) as qualifiers and use their type to have

another qualifierType annotation. We further parse queries using those annotations and

form the following web session tokens out of the semantic query fragments ordered by

matching priority (example query: “best hotels in New York City”):

1. qualifier_subject_location (e.g. best_hotels_woeid_2459115)

2. subject + location (e.g. hotels + woeid_2459115)

3. subject_location (e.g. hotels_woeid_2459115)

4. qualifierType_subject_location (e.g. superlative_hotels_woeid_2459115)

If a query was never observed before, but its query fragments are, the extracted tokens

ordered by matching priority are used to find the most relevant ads, thus solving the cold-

start problem.

In order to properly learn location representation, our objective is to minimize the dis-

tance between the vector of an explicit local query and the composition of vectors of im-

plicit version of that query and location. In example of explicit query “best hotels in New

York City” and implicit version of that query “best hotels near me” searched from New York

City,we would like for the vector of the explicit query vq_e, e.g. (best_hotels_in_new_york)

and summation of the vectors of implicit query vq_i and location vloc, i.e. (v(best_hotels_near_me)

+ v(woeid_2459115)) to be close in the embedded space:

minDpvq_i ` vloc,vq_eq (4.9)

To further break it down and improve on query writing noisiness, we map the repre-

sentations of query fragment tokens close in the embedded space. To achieve this goal,

we expose the semantic query fragments, query and location tokens to similar context, as

shown in Figure 4.10, thus we propose a new version of the worLd2vec objective function.
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FIGURE 4.10: Graphical representations of the lw2vCRF+ model illustrated on a sample
session. The representations of semantic query fragments are learned as a sum composi-
tion.

lw2vCRF+ model

We define the conditional probability Pphpc`qi`m|h
pc`q
i q in the lw2vCRF+ model to be

calculated from combined representation of setR of extraction tokens ei,r from local query

semantic fragments. The objective function L of the lw2vCRF+ model can be written as

follows,

L “
ÿ

sPS

ÿ

hiPs

ÿ

´bďmďb,m‰0

ÿ

r“1,...,Ri

logPphpc`qi`m|e
pc`q
i,r q, (4.10)

where Pphpc`qi`m|ei,rq represents probability of observing a session event hpc`qi`m given the r-th

extraction combination from local query epc`qi,r . To generalize, hpc`qi is defined as:

h
pc`q
i “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

tei,ru P R , if query is local query and tei,ru
is a set of it’s extraction tokens

hi , otherwise

(4.11)

and Pphpc`qi`m|ei,rq is calculated as a product of probabilities Pphpc`qi`m|ei,rq “ Ppei`m,1|ei,rqˆ

... ˆ Ppei`m,Ri`m
|ei,rq each defined using (4.6). As a result, tokens for semantic query
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fragments, location and ads that often co-occur and have similar contexts will have similar

representations as learned by this model.

Experiments with lw2vCRF+ model

Table 4.3 lw2vCRF+ rows show Precision@K for this model. For both, implicit and

explicit local queries, the proposed approach achieved the highest precision score for re-

trieved ads based on local queries and semantic query fragments. We can draw several

conclusions from them:

1. when compared to the lw2v+ model and its pquery&locationq2ad task, especially in

the case of explicit queries, (subject+location)2ad of the lw2vCRF+ model retrieves

more accurate predictions for ads, demonstrating its ability to cope with the noise

from query writing presentation by focusing to query’s key elements;

2. As in the case of lw2v+ (on query2ad vs. pquery&locationq2ad tasks), if the sim-

ilar amount of information is used, in this case subject and location, compositional

representation gives more accurate results than simple fragment concatenation, e.g.

subject + location vs. subject_location representation gives up to 3% improvements

in precision;

3. If additional information is available to match the query, for instance qualifier_subject_location,

for implicit queries it leads to the best performance in ad retrieval task. Coverage is,

however, less („ 6.23% of all local queries) but if the information about qualifier is

present for implicit queries, it should be used as it retrieves the most relevant ads.

To explore the vector space and validate that the model was able to embed composi-

tional representations close to their concatenation pair as in Eq.4.9, we retrieve the clos-

est semantic query fragments to the summation vector of subject ’hotels’ and location

’woeid_2459115’ (New York City):
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Table 4.5: The closest semantic query fragments to the summation vector of subject ’ho-
tels’ and location ’woeid_2459115’ (New York City)

Query Composition Cosine Similarity
woeid_249115 0.953
hotels_woeid_249115 0.947
hotel_woeid_249115 0.921
superlative_hotels_woeid_249115 0.906
hotel_woeid_12589342 0.901

We observe that the first retrieved fragment is actually the location itself, and that the

second is the subject_location concatenation pair, while the rest is a variation (the loca-

tion within New York City, like Manhattan; concatenation with the superlative or singular

form of the central fragment). In average cosine similarity score between concatenation

and comopsitional representations is 0.911, demonstrating the ability of the method to

learn meaningful compositional representations of tokens in the common space of seman-

tic query fragments, locations and ads.

4.4 Related Work

Here we introduce related work in three different units: retrieval and ranking of lo-

cal queries, location representations, and recent advances in neural language models and

compositional distributed embeddings.

4.4.1 Retrieval and Ranking for Local Queries

Related work in retrieval and ranking for local queries can be grouped further into two

related areas: (i) geographic information retrieval, and (ii) inference from location Web

session data from various sources, such as page content and search engine logs.

i) Geographic information retrieval tasks key challenge is how to retrieve geographic

information correctly and efficiently in location-based search services. In (Chen et al.,

2006), the authors propose query processing techniques for geographic information re-
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trieval by employing efficient data structures and algorithms. Further, in (Yi et al., 2009),

the authors propose an approach for automatic binary classification of local intent queries

at the fine-grained geographic level of city location. We use this approach in our study

to detect local intent queries. ii) A second group of related tasks focuses on using lo-

cation information to improve Web services. For location-aware document retrieval in

search (Bennett et al., 2011) and (Li et al., 2006) explore how the user’s location affects

document relevance while investigating how to enrich location representation. Direction

based queries (directions from a to b) especially benefit from using location information,

and (Venetis et al., 2011) proposed approach for modeling location popularity using these

queries by taking into account distance between a user and a place. iii) Finally, for compu-

tational online advertising, (Lv et al., 2012) investigate how the physical distance of users

to a place of interest, number of reviews, and rating, affect the click-through rate.

4.4.2 Location Representation

In this section, we discuss related research that focuses on richer representation of user

location and techniques to exploit the representation for retrieval and ranking tasks.

Distance between the user’s location and the business location has always been con-

sidered as an important feature for Geo IR (Yi et al., 2009). Berberich et al (Berberich

et al., 2011) propose that in addition to the distance between user and business, category

of business being ranked, logs of driving direction requests, customer ratings and logs of

accesses to business web sites for popularity can be used to improve ranking popularity of

a local business. An et al (An and Rockmore, 2016) also address the location representa-

tion, although for a different use case (cold start), using geographic features of businesses

to predict the relevance of a business to a user query.

Associating semantic meaning to the user’s current physical location, like home, restau-

rant or store, is of interest to location aware services like FourSquare (check in experience),

Instagram (auto tag photos with location name) and so on. Shaw et al (Shaw et al., 2013)
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address the problem of mapping a noisy estimate of the user’s physical location to a se-

mantically meaningful point of interest by modeling user features and location features.

Similarly to (An and Rockmore, 2016) and (Berberich et al., 2011), the relationship be-

tween the user and business location is modeled using features richer than Euclidean,

Manhattan or Haversine distance. Spatial distribution of historical check-ins and temporal

checkin activity are presented as key features to model a venue.

4.4.3 Learning Vector Composition Models

In this section, we discuss the background research related to richer word and phrase

representation via exploring composition of word/subword vectors. These approaches

show promising results in vector composition which we use to motivate our approaches

for compositional query and location to ad (query&location2ad) retrieval inference task.

In (Lebret and Collobert, 2015) the authors propose a model that jointly learns word

vector representations and their summation with autoencoders. To embed phrases with

different sizes into a common semantic space, the average of word vector representations

is found and the aim is to learn to discriminate whether words are in the phrase chunk or

not. In (Bojanowski et al., 2016), the authors propose an approach to represent morpho-

logically rich language words as a sum of morphemes for word analogy tasks. In (Yu

and Dredze, 2015), phrase embeddings are constructed by learning how to compose word

embedding using features that capture phrase structure and context. Here, the phrase com-

position is a weighted summation of component words’ emebeddings. Finally, (Peng and

Gildea, 2016) introduced a general framework for joint learning of distributed word vector

representations via skip-gram model and composition to form phrase embeddings, where

compositional functions can be linear combination, summation, concatenation etc.

To summarize, in this chapter we proposed a family of methods based on neural lan-

guage models to leverage available user and/or query location information and learn low-

dimensional representations of search queries, semantic query fragments, locations and
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ads based on contextual co-occurrence in search sessions. When compared to the base-

line approach, we showed that the proposed worLd2vec models generated more relevant

queries and location to ads matches, and had higher precision, suggesting higher moneti-

zation potential for sponsored search for queries with local intent than of the baseline.
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CHAPTER 5

DEEPLY SUPERVISED SEMANTIC MODEL
FOR CLICK-THROUGH RATE PREDICTION IN

SPONSORED SEARCH ADVERTISING

5.1 Introduction

Sponsored search has been a major monetization model for commercial web search

engines, contributing a significant portion to the multi-billion dollar industry of online

advertising. Given a query, it is critical for search engines to retrieve relevant ads and

to accurately predict their CTR in order to maximize the expected revenue while ensur-

ing good user experience. Both overpredicting and underpredicting CTR would result in

revenue loss.

Machine learning models made great success in predicting CTR for sponsored search.

Most of the models adopted in the industry rely on a large set of well-designed features

to predict CTR. Features extracted from click history have been proved very effective

(Cheng and Cantú-Paz, 2010). However, models that heavily rely on click features often

fail to generalize to new queries and new ads with insufficient history (Richardson et al.,

2007). To make predictions in such cases, models resort to syntactic or semantic features
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extracted from queries, ads, and advertisers (Richardson et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014). Deep

neural networks were also proposed to learn features from traditional models (Jiang, 2016)

or to learn CTR from existing features (Zhang et al., 2014). In spite of the existing success,

designing and selecting appropriate features remains a very challenging problem for CTR

prediction (He et al., 2014).

Following the progress of deep learning in natural language processing, recent efforts

rely on deep neural networks to capture semantic similarities between queries and ads to

predict CTR without any feature engineering (Edizel et al., 2017). Such models are learned

end-to-end from clicks without explicit supervision for capturing the semantic similarity

between a query and an ad, and as we show in this work, they have not achieved their full

potential in CTR prediction.

A number of recent works (Grbovic et al., 2016; Jaech et al., 2017) used deep neural

networks to model the semantic similarity between a query and an ad. These models were

shown effective in a query to ad relevance matching. However, as they do not directly

model clicks, retrieved ads are only weakly correlated to the ads presented to users based

on expected revenue (which highly depends on the predicted CTR).

In this work, we propose a deeply supervised end-to-end architecture for CTR predic-

tion in sponsored search. This architecture jointly learns CTR and discriminative repre-

sentations of queries and ads such that clicked query-ad pairs are also mapped closer in

the embedded space. Specifically, this architecture takes the texts of a query and an ad

as input to bi-directional recurrent neural networks (bi-RNNs) and attention networks to

learn discriminative distributed embeddings. Query and ad embeddings are then matched

together and fed into convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to predict CTR. Two losses,

specific to semantic matching and CTR prediction, are jointly optimized at different levels

of the architecture to provide a deep supervision for both tasks. This architecture has the

advantages of (i) not relying on any feature engineering; (ii) directly optimizing CTR pre-

diction; (iii) directly learning semantic representations to enable query-ad matchings more
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correlated with clicks and expected revenue. The key contributions are:

• We propose a novel deep architecture that jointly learns CTR and discriminative

representations of queries and ads. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

attempt to simultaneously learn CTR and semantic embeddings using click data.

By optimizing two logistic losses specific to CTR prediction and semantic match-

ing instead of using only one CTR specific logistic loss, we were able to achieve

statistically significant lift in AUC.

• We propose a novel cohort negative sampling technique that naturally draws in-

formation from implicit negative signals in the data. We assess the impact of this

technique in terms of performance and prove the convergence of our method through

theoretical analysis.

• We conduct an extensive empirical evaluation of the proposed architecture using

about one billion query-ad samples from the Yahoo! web search engine. Compari-

son with state-of-the-art CTR prediction models shows that our model improves the

AUC of the best-performing baseline model by 2%.

• We evaluate the quality of the query and ad embeddings learned by our model

through a query-ad matching task using a large-scale editorially labeled dataset.

Comparison with state-of-the-art matching models shows that our model improves

the NDCG of the best-performing baseline by statistically significant 0.5%, confirm-

ing its ability to learn meaningful semantic embedding.

5.2 Related Work

We first present problems and challenges in sponsored search and review most recent

advances in deep learning approaches in neural IR field. Subsequently, we review other
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relevant advances in deep learning, which have previously been applied only on tasks

different than ours.

5.2.1 Related Work in Sponsored Search

The frequently tackled problems of improving the sponsored search include CTR pre-

diction, query rewriting and query to ad matching.

A large body of work focused on predicting probability that an ad would be clicked, if

shown as a response to a submitted query (Graepel et al., 2010; McMahan et al., 2013; He

et al., 2014). State-of-the-art approaches have mainly used handcrafted features of ad im-

pressions obtained from historical impressions (i.e. ad and query CTR’s, users’ historical

features, etc.) and semantic similarities of queries and ads (Richardson et al., 2007). These

approaches range from Bayesian (Graepel et al., 2010) to feature selection approaches (He

et al., 2014), however, a common challenge for all is creating and maintaining a large num-

ber of sparse contextual and semantic features (McMahan et al., 2013).

Focusing on the broad matching of queries and ads that have similar semantic meaning

is another line of research (Fuxman et al., 2008). The task is to retrieve ads that are

semantically similar to the query (Grbovic et al., 2016) without exactly matching keywords

(i.e. query “running machine” and ad “elliptical trainer”). This task has been commonly

addressed by query rewriting models (Jones et al., 2006) or by semantic matching (Grbovic

et al., 2016; Fuxman et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2013).

More recently, many approaches for CTR prediction utilize various deep learning tech-

niques. Deep learning primarily alleviates issues of creating and maintaining handcrafted

features by learning them automatically from the “raw” query and ad text data.

It is common to learn query and ad semantics from ad impressions for a given query

with click information. In (Huang et al., 2013) authors proposed a deep structured seman-

tic model (DSSM) with dual architecture that embedded a query on the one side and an ad

on the other and learned matching between the two given the click information. In order to
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improve quality of the learned semantic match and capturing query intent, a word attention

mechanism was successfully used for the query and ad representations (Zhai et al., 2016).

Some of the approaches are defined as a CTR prediction task rather than as a matching

task. In (Shan et al., 2016), features of an impression (query text, ad text, ad landing page,

campaign ID, keywords, etc.) are learned automatically from the impression, in a deep

architecture, to predict click probability. Other models, DeepMatch (Edizel et al., 2017)

and MatchTensor (Jaech et al., 2017) proposed very deep dual network architectures for

query and ad embeddings with a matching layer to learn ad impression representations

useful for CTR prediction.

Both groups of approaches, learning semantics of queries and ads and learning to pre-

dict CTR are widely used in systems for serving ads. However, they pose a trade-off,

while semantic learning learns relations between queries and ads, it has no direct click

probability notion, CTR prediction models, on the other hand, may suffer from not captur-

ing the semantics of queries and ads implicitly thus affecting their prediction quality. The

approach we propose in this study is a well-rounded framework for ad systems capable

of both learning quality semantics of queries and ads as well as being able to accurately

predict click probability.

The two mentioned approaches, DeepMatch and MatchTensor have shown great results

in practice and will, thus, be the main baselines and building blocks for the model proposed

in this study. The two approaches are conceptually very similar as both learn independent

representations of a query and an ad, and use a matching layer to associate their words,

and finally learn to predict CTR. However, the difference between them is in way they

learn representations of words, i.e. DeepMatch primarily uses temporal convolutional

layers, while MatchTensor uses bi-RNNs. Also, they propose slightly different matching

layers, DeepMatch proposes a cross-feature matrix, while MatchTensor proposes cross-

feature tensor. As both models perform exceptionally well, we present a detailed analysis

of performance of both models experimentally in Section 5.4.
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The model proposed in this study further extends on the advances described above

by addressing their shortcomings by introducing novel ways of learning semantically rich

representations. As such, the proposed model demonstrates the state-of-the-art results

on both CTR prediction and query2ad matching tasks, traditionally modeled by different

families of models. This is achieved by means of (i) learning new blocks in the deep ar-

chitectures to improve modeling capacity, (ii) adding deep supervision to improve quality

of learned representations deep in the model and (iii) learning parameters in an efficient

and information-rich way to capture more of the available semantics in the dataset.

5.2.2 Related Work in Deep Learning

Many approaches for mathematical characterization of language, that model sequence

data, were proposed to advance the field of natural language processing. Initially, dis-

tributed low-dimensional representations of words were introduced in (Rumelhart et al.,

1988) and recently successfully applied for learning semantic and syntactic relations among

words (Mikolov et al., 2013c). The idea of using distributed representations of words

was further exploited in approaches as RNNs, capable of learning an embedded high-

dimensional representation of sequences.

Recurrent Neural Networks. RNNs are a popular family of models for sequential prob-

lems. While previous approaches have often modeled word sequence as an order-oblivious

sum, RNNs learn representations of word sequences by maintaining internal states, which

are updated sequentially and are used as a proxy for predicting the target. The ability

to stack multiple layers allows building deeper representations that result in great im-

provements on many tasks. In particular, an architecture of RNNs called long short-term

memory (LSTM) cell achieved the biggest success (Greff et al., 2017).
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Attention Network Models. Attention models dynamically re-weight the importance of

various elements (words, phrases or characters) in the text during the decoding process,

thus altering the learned representation. Use of attention demonstrated considerable im-

provements in performance (Bahdanau et al., 2014). An attention mechanism was devel-

oped as a separate neural network that takes a sequence of word embeddings and learns at-

tention scores for each word, where more “important” words in the document have higher

attention leading to a more focused higher-order representation of the sequence. Attention

models were recently adapted for the general setting of learning compact representations

of documents (Zhai et al., 2016).

bi-RNNs. Another successful paradigm is the bi-RNN, where two RNNs (i.e. LSTM,

thus bi-LSTM) independently encode the text sequence in both forward and in backward

direction (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997a) computing representation that captures complex

relations between words in the text. Final sentence representation is obtained by aggre-

gating representations of the two single-directional LSTMs, and it was observed that bi-

LSTM’s perform well on datasets where there is no strict order in the sequences, such as

the case with Web queries.

Convolutional Text Models. Recently, architectures for sequence modeling increasingly

include temporal convolutions as building blocks. Temporal convolutions are capable of

learning representations of sequences which proved as a good building block for several

deep architectures. Good examples being ConvNet for text classification (Zhang et al.,

2015) and the Very Deep CNN (VDCNN) model (Conneau et al., 2016), both of which

use temporal convolutions to model a sequence of words/characters with aim to perform

classification. These models successfully outperformed RNN based models. In this study,

we use word-level VDCNN as one of the baselines, as it consists of equivalent blocks as

the DeepMatch model, save the matching layer.
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Deeply supervised models. Recently, several models drew benefits from utilizing deep

supervision (Zhang et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2015; Szegedy et al., 2015). The key idea is

to use supervision at various layers across the model to enforce discriminativeness of the

features (Lee et al., 2015) and potentially resolve exploding/vanishing gradients (Zhang

et al., 2016; Szegedy et al., 2015). However, existing approaches mostly use the same pre-

dictive task in deeper layers as in the final layer (Lee et al., 2015; Szegedy et al., 2015) and

in some cases use reconstruction loss (Zhang et al., 2014). We build upon these advances

proposing a novel approach of using deep supervision specifically designed to extract in-

formation from the data in an explicit way, which would not be possible otherwise.

Learning from implicit negative signals. This has for a long time been a challenging task for

domains with implicit negative signals. Recently, search2vec model for learning with im-

plicit negative signals from sponsored search sessions was proposed (Grbovic et al., 2015)

with improved performance and speed of the algorithm. Furthermore, (Chen et al., 2017)

have confirmed this approach and applied it on the special case of bipartite graphs. We

exploit implicit negatives in our model and consider comparing to search2vec algorithm

in Section 5.4.2.

5.3 Proposed Model

Graphical representation of the proposed model, which we call the Deeply Supervised

Matching (DSM) model is given in Figure 5.1.

The model takes query text and ad text as inputs, and it learns their separate embed-

dings through a series of layers, including bi-direction LSTM and attention layers. Learned

embeddings are then used in two-fold matching: (1) embeddings of query and ad words

are used in an elementwise product to construct a matching tensor, and (2) matching of

dense representations of query and ad is learned using a novel matching loss designed for

sponsored search. Learned matching tensor is then passed through series of convolutional
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FIGURE 5.1: Proposed DSM model block diagram
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and pooling blocks to learn CTR prediction.

5.3.1 Blocks of the proposed model

Query and Ad text embedding

Embeddings of query and ad texts are done in two networks. First lq words in the

query and la words in the ads are embedded into a dp1qqa “ 300 dimensional space. Then, a

fully connected layer is used to learn linear combinations of words in a dp2qqa “ 40 dimen-

sional space. These two layers share weights for both queries and ads words. Embeddings

of query and ad are passed to the respective bi-LSTM layers such that the model learns

complex relations between words, which is in particular important for queries that may

have a different order of words but the same meaning (i.e. “best restaurants in Boston”

vs. “Boston best restaurants”). Due to different lengths of query and ad text embedding

sizes are now d
p3q
q “ 30 and dp3qa “ 140, as suggested in the literature (Jaech et al., 2017;

Zhai et al., 2016). Finally, fully connected layers are used to reduce representations of

all words in the same, reduced, dimensional space dp4qqa “ 50, resulting in representations

vq “ lq ˆ d
p4q
qa and va “ la ˆ d

p4q
qa , for query and ad, respectively.

Attention learning

In order to learn rich representations of queries and ads, it is imperative to focus on

words that carry the most information. In order to learn representations that focus on im-

portant parts of queries and ads we employ the attention models from machine translation

and adapt them to a more general case of using word scores for learning compact (vector)

representations (Zhai et al., 2016). Two attention blocks are used, one for query text and

one for ad text. These blocks yield word scores, that signify attentions the model will

give to different words. Both attention models are implemented as two-layered individual

neural networks sqpvq; θqq and sapva; θaq with softmax at their final layer

tpiqq “
exppsqpv

piq
q ; θqqq

řln
i“1 exppsqpv

piq
q ; θqqq

. (5.1)
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Neural networks sqpv
piq
q ; θqq and sapv

piq
a ; θaq learn real valued scores for each ith word in

a given query and ad, respectively. Attentions learning in DSM is coupled with the entire

network (end-to-end).

Attentions tpiqq for a query word, and tpiqa for an ad word, are then used to re-weight their

input representations vq and va to obtain compact representations of query and ad used for

learning to match as hq “
ř

i t
piq
q ˚ v

piq
q and ha “

ř

i t
piq
a ˚ v

piq
a . There are other ways of

obtaining compact representations hq and ha, such as sum, average or max of individual

word vectors. However, our experiments, as well as available literature (Zhai et al., 2016),

demonstrate that such strategies are inferior to using attention.

Query and Ad matching

Many models for sponsored search advertising have either the capability to learn good

quality semantic representations of queries and ads, or the capability to perform CTR

prediction well without explicitly modeling semantics, thus (over-)specializing in only

one of the tasks. To address this, we have two matching processes in our framework.

First, similarly to MatchTensor (Jaech et al., 2017), we build a tensor for implicitly

matching words in a query and an ad. lq words in a query and la words in an ad, with

d
p4q
qa -dimensional embeddings, are matched in a cross product tensor of shape lqˆ laˆd

p4q
qa .

Each word in a query will be matched to each word in an ad, and the element-wise product

of their vectors will be a thread in the matching tensor. Finally, an exact-match lqˆ la slice

is added to the tensor, with all zeros except for words that co-occur in a query and an ad,

where we put ones. This slice serves as a bias and yields slight improvement as opposed

to the model that does not use exact matches (Jaech et al., 2017).

Second, we propose explicit matching to capture semantic similarity between a query

and an ad. We propose a way to match the vectors hq and ha, where we aim to embed them

such that they are closer in the embedded space if there was a click and farther away if

there was no click, similarly to (Grbovic et al., 2016). To achieve this, we optimize scores
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between hq and ha vectors, where scores are posed as an inner product of the vectors.

To avoid introducing the computational complexity of negative sampling, we introduce

a cohort negative sampling approach to optimize the matching function. The detailed

description, as well as convergence analysis of the proposed optimization strategy, are

given in Section 5.3.2.

Benefits of using multiple learning tasks for the same model have recently been rec-

ognized (Lee et al., 2015). Deep models benefit from enforcing the middle layers to be

discriminative, which is beneficial for the final predictive task, as discriminative classifiers

trained on highly discriminative features will perform better than a discriminative classi-

fier trained on less discriminative features. In our case, representations of query and ad

should be close for semantically similar pairs and distant for dissimilar ones. Such repre-

sentations benefit the classification task as the semantic relations have been well captured

deep in the model. Due to adding such deep supervision, our model is named the Deeply

Supervised Matching (DSM) model.

Learning to predict from matched representation

The matching tensor from the previous block is then convolved through the entire

depth dp4qqa ` 1 by three convolutional blocks with different filter sizes: 3 for query words;

and 3, 4, and 5 words for ad filters. The number of filters is fixed to 6 for the first set

of convolution blocks and 20 for the final convolutional layer. Complex representations

between a query and ad words are learned here, and they are passed through the ReLU

layer, after which another 1 convolution with ReLU was used before the two-dimensional

max-pool layer that embeds the whole query-ad impression in a single vector. Finally, the

vector is fed to a fully connected layer and passed through a sigmoid layer σp¨q to obtain

the logits of the model.
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5.3.2 Logistic and Matching Losses

Finally, to optimize the parameters of DSM, we have logistic loss P for the CTR

prediction based on logits from the topmost layer:

PpW q “ ´ 1

N

N
ÿ

n“1

pynlogpŷnq ` p1´ ynqlogp1´ ŷnqq, (5.2)

where ŷn are obtained logits after final sigmoid layers and yn is click label for the nth ad

impression. The matching loss Q for query and ad vectors, as a negative sampling ap-

proximation, can be generalized as a composition of positive and negative pairs (Mikolov

et al., 2013b):

QpW q “
B
ÿ

b“1

p
ÿ

jPDpbqp

Q`pW q `
ÿ

kPDpbqn

Q´pW qq

“

B
ÿ

b“1

p
ÿ

jPDpbqp

´ log σphpjqTq hpjqa q `
ÿ

kPDpbqn

log σp´hpkqTq hpkqa qq,

(5.3)

where B is the total number of batches, while Dp and Dn are positive and negative im-

pressions within each batch, respectively. In our implementation, we use a variant of the

negative sampling loss for learning to match query and ad vectors, called cohort1 nega-

tive sampling. As will be discussed later in the chapter, this loss differs from the negative

sampling loss proposed in (Mikolov et al., 2013b), as negative samples are used within the

cohort but not sampled ad-hoc, thus saving computational time.

The final loss function becomes the sum of Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.3

LpW q “ PpW q `QpW q. (5.4)

We use W to annotate the set of all parameters in the DSM.

1 We use word cohort to disambiguate our sampling strategy from the traditional mini-batch i.i.d. sampling.
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Based on the Lemma 1 in (Lee et al., 2015), a good solution for Q is also a good

solution forP . However, conversely is not necessarily true. This clearly states that features

learned for P may not be optimal for Q. In the case of our application, features learned

for the classification task may not capture semantic similarities between queries and ads

that may carry considerable amounts of information. Another interesting aspect of using

multiple optimization functions is that it is reasonable to assume that L and P share the

same optimum (Lee et al., 2015), while Q can be observed as a regularizer.

Therefore, it is important to notice that Q is not used for learning to match explicitly,

but as stated before, to enforce discriminative embeddings of the lower layers such that

final logits reflect semantic information found in the data. To demonstrate this, we used

the DSM model for query to ad matching and compared it to well-established models for

the task in Section 5.4.2.

Weights are initialized by a truncated normal initializer. To optimize L, we use Adam

(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a decaying gradient step.

Cohort Negative Sampling for Matching Loss

The nature of ad serving in sponsored advertising is that for each query, the publisher

(search engine in this case) can provide a set of ads on different positions on the search

result page. The most impactful position is called “north” (ads placed above organic links)

and it yields the largest click-through rate for ads (Chen and Yan, 2012). Up to five ads

can be presented at this location (n1 – n5), and users may or may not click on any of them.

Click/No-click information provides an implicit information on a query and ad relevance

that we can learn from. Thus, to learn matching we need to focus on a group of query–ad

pairs that were served to the user for a given search, and we can pull several such searches

in the cohort we use for training. Such data allows us to learn a semantic match of a query

and an ad implicitly, based on users’ feedback. In the past, learning such implicit relations

between queries and ads has shown great benefit in sponsored search ad recommendations
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(Grbovic et al., 2016), while its computational benefits were supported in (Chen et al.,

2017). In this study, unlike in (Chen et al., 2017), implicit negative samples naturally

occur as signals from the users, furthermore they do not consider that complete ground-

truth bipartite graph is needed to obtain the good working model, as artificial negative

samples can be harmful if a pair is semantically related. The later issue is leveraged

with matching tensor layer, while matching loss merely plays a role of discriminativeness

enforcing regularizer. An example of a cohort of users’ search query impressions used for

training our models is given in Figure 5.2.

Traditionally, techniques such as negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013b) were pro-

posed as a speedup for costly partition functions while learning to match. However, in

negative sampling for each positive sample (in our case query-ad pq, aq pair with click) m

there needs to be k sampled ads from some distribution Pn that provide negative pairs for

a given query, thus ending up with a total of m ` m ˚ k embedding operations prior to

matching. In our case, we do not sample k negative ads, thus the computation is decreased

by m ˚ k in addition to capturing implicit signals from users.

In cohorts with insufficient negative pairs for the partition function to provide satis-

factory approximation of true distribution, we resort to negative cross-referencing queries

with ads that are found in cohort and were not served for those queries (dotted gray links

in the Figure 5.2), obtaining up to ă m ˚ pm´ 1q negative pairs.

For further analysis, it is useful to characterize the matching loss function in terms of

expected values over query q, and ad a pairs as positive (click) and negative (no click)

examples drawn from their respective distributions Pd and Pn:

QpW q “ Epq,aq„Pppq,aqrQ`pq, a;W qs ` Epq,àq„Pnpq,àqrQ´pq, à;W qs

“ Eq„Pppqq

“

Ea„Pppa|qqQ`pq, a;W qs ` Eà„PnpàqrQ´pq, à;W qs
‰

,
(5.5)

Due to the nature of the data, we assume that the query is observed first and then
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ads are provided (conditioned on the query). Obviously, we do not assume independence

between two random variables. However, for sampling negative samples pq, àq, we assume

that the distribution Pnpq, àq “ PppqqPppàq is approximately scaled by Pnpàq
Pppàq

to allow the

factorization Pnpq, àq “ PppqqPnpàq.

We formalize the sampling strategy EBrQBpW tqs that is different from the simple i.i.d.

sampling:

EBrQBpW t
qs “

Epq,aq„Pppq,aqrQ`pq, a;W qs ` Epq,aq„PppqqPppàqr
Pnpàq

Pppàq
Q´pq, à;W qs

`
1

mpm´ 1q

mpm´1q
ÿ

j“1

Epq,aq„Pppq,àqr
Pnpàq

Pppàq
Q´pq, à;W qs “

Eq„PppqqrEa„Pppa|qqrQ`pq, a;W qs ` Eà„PnpàqrQ´pq, à;W qs ` Eà„Pppàqr
Pnpàq

Pppàq
Q´pq, à;W qss “

Eq„Pppqq

“

Ea„Pppa|qqrQ`pq, a;W qs ` 2Eà„PnpàqrQ´pq, à;W qs
‰

“

QpW t
q.

(5.6)

We can define samples in the cohort as taking positive and negative samples from

the Pppq, aq and Pnpq, àq distributions, respectively. As shown in Figure 5.2, the first

expectation is for positive, clicked pairs, the second is for ads not clicked, and the third is

for negative query–ad pairs created within the cohort. Due to properties of expectation and

joint distribution, we are allowed to factorize the expectation to obtain the result equivalent

to Eq. 5.5. Using the gradient property of expectation, we obtain the following lemma:

Lemma 1 (Cohort negative sampling is an unbiased stochastic gradient estimator). Given

samples inB generated by the cohort negative sampling algorithm, the stochastic gradient

is unbiased as the expected cohort gradient equals the true gradient: EBr5LBpW tqs ”

5LpW tq
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Stochastic Gradient Descent View

To optimize our objective we use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The

update at the tth iteration of SGD is in the form:

W t`1
“ W t

´ ηt5LtpW q. (5.7)

For examples chosen randomly in iteration t, SGD provides an unbiased estimate of the

gradient: EBr5LBpW tqs ” 5LpW tq.

Analyzing the convergence of the SGD algorithm for non-convex problems has been

a big research question. However, it was shown in (Ghadimi and Lan, 2013; Reddi et al.,

2016) that SGD follows a local convergence bound. Furthermore, (Ghadimi and Lan,

2013) provide the following theorem showing that SGD will converge within T steps,

based on the assumptions that 5LpW tq is an unbiased estimator and that the expected

variance of the gradient5LpW tq is upper-bounded by σ2.

Theorem 2 (Local convergence of non-convex SGD (Ghadimi and Lan, 2013; Reddi

et al., 2016)). Suppose L has a σ-bounded gradient; let ηt “ η “ c{
?
T where c “

b

2pLpW 0q´LpW˚qq

Lσ2 , andW ˚ is an optimal solution to (5.4). Then, the iterates of SGD satisfy

min
0ătăT´1

Er‖ 5LpW t
q ‖2

s ď

c

2pLpW 0q ´ LpW ˚qqL

T
σ. (5.8)

Although L is a composite of P and Q, the theorem still applies according to Lemma 2

from (Lee et al., 2015). Thus, we only need to show that the proposed sampling strategy in

Section 5.3.2 yields an unbiased minimizerQ, which follows from the Lemma 1. Satisfied

assumptions conclude the convergence of our algorithm.
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5.4 Experiments

We conducted an extensive empirical evaluation for the CTR prediction task on a large

dataset (about one billion query-ad samples) from a major commercial search engine (Sec-

tion 5.4.1). We also evaluate the quality of the query and ad embeddings learned by our

model through a query-ad matching task using a large-scale editorial labeled dataset (Sec-

tion 5.4.2). The data and the experimental set-up used for both tasks are described in each

of these sections.

5.4.1 CTR prediction

For the CTR prediction task, the aim is to estimate, as accurately as possible, the

probability P pclick|ad, queryq that a user would click on an ad displayed after submitting

a query.

FIGURE 5.2: Cohort negative sampling (an example with queries and served ads in the
position “north”, n1 up to n5) Red links are ad clicks, blue links are ads displayed but not
clicked, and negative pairs we create by coupling queries and ads that were not displayed
for that ad - dotted links.

Click-through rate data

To train and test the proposed model and baselines for this task, we collected a random

sample of logged query-ad pairs served by a popular commercial search engine. The

sample comprises of 987,734,146 query-ad pairs for training and 16,881,864 for testing,
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containing only advertisements placed at the top (north) of search result page (ads that

are served above organic search links). The data consists of a query text on one side, and

ad title, ad description and ad display URL on the other side. The query and ad texts

are processed and normalized using an in-house tool to remove special characters and

punctuations, make letters lower case, fix common typos, split URLs, etc. All example

pairs are accompanied with information whether the ad was clicked or not, which we

use as supervised information to train all models. To better characterize the dataset, we

comment on its distribution of the queries. A majority (75%) of queries are infrequent

(tail queries), i.e. appearing less than five times overall, and if measured in the test set

only there are more than 90% them. As discussed before, this is a major limitation of most

of the traditional CTR prediction models, and given the volume of the tail queries, this

reaffirms the necessity for predictive models that can generalize when insufficient or no

click history is available. For a subset of queries that are seen often (appear more than 20

times, called head queries) we expect all the models to perform better, even though they

make up only about 3% of the training set and less than 1% of the testing dataset.

Baselines

We compare our proposed Deeply Supervised Matching (DSM) approach against sev-

eral alternatives described in Section 5.2.2: A linear logistic regression learned on top

of the word embedding layer (LM), Very Deep CNN (VDCNN) (Conneau et al., 2016),

DeepMatch (DM) (Edizel et al., 2017), and MatchTensor (MT) (Jaech et al., 2017).

All deep learning models were trained in two ways: (i) with the use of pre-trained

word embedding vectors (obtained from (Pennington et al., 2014)); and (ii) when the word

embeddings are learned specifically for the task, directly from the training dataset. All

the models were implemented in the Tensorflow framework, and were run on a distributed

cluster with multiple GPU machines (Nvidia p80) due to the size of the data. The initial

learning rate of 0.0001 was set for the Adam Optimizer, and the mini-batch size was 512.
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Metrics

For assessing the quality of the estimated CTR probabilities, we use a common clas-

sification performance measure of area under the ROC curve (AUC), as well as Accuracy

obtained after choosing the appropriate classification threshold. In addition, we study the

bias of the predicted probabilities. Unbiasedness is a desirable property, as positive bias

leads to overly-optimistic estimates and a waste of resources, and negative bias leads to

overly-conservative estimates and a waste of opportunity.

Results

Prediction performance results, on the holdout testing dataset, are presented in Fig. 5.3.

Results in the Table5.1 are the best results obtained by the respective model. The DSM

approach outperforms all the alternatives with the highest AUC of 0.775.

Table 5.1: Performance of the proposed models vs baselines
Model DSM MT DM VDCNN LM
AUC 0.775 0.745 0.755 0.744 0.711
Bias 0.991 1.046 1.033 0.974 0.965
Accuracy 0.742 0.703 0.719 0.734 0.711

We first evaluate the simplest way (LM) of learning to predict CTR from combined text

data of query and ad, and we observe a decent performance of such an approach, which

resonates well with the word embedding approaches described in Section 5.2. Further-

more, we see that by introducing deep models, such as VDCNN, we are able to achieve

significant lifts in performance (3% lift in AUC). However, by introducing individual em-

beddings of query and ad to capture specificities of both, and learning to match the two,

such as in the case of the DM or MT models, we see that the results are further improved

(1% lift in AUC). Finally, when a model is capable of capturing discriminative features

deep in the architecture, we obtain further improvements (additional 2% of AUC lift).

Accuracy measure consistently sets DSM as the best performing model.
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Furthermore, we evaluate the bias of predictions made by different models, and ob-

serve that the DSM model is the most unbiased model in the experiment (closest to the

ratio of 1). This implies that the expected number of clicks deviates the least from the

exact number of clicked ads, thus achieving better monetization. The results show that

the DSM model’s click expectation would on average be wrong for 9 clicks, out of 1000,

which is 17 clicks better compared to the next best V DCNN model, with 26 out of 1000.

This significantly impacts revenue due to a volume of served ads.

Learn word embeddings vs. use pre-trained word vectors. As all baselines suggest using

pretrained word embeddings in their original approaches, we examined the effect of learn-

ing embeddings in an end-to-end manner, rather than using pretrained ones. Results in

Figure 5.3 show that the models where the word embeddings are learned directly on the

task of CTR prediction, in a majority of cases are superior to their counterparts which use

pre-trained vectors. Thus, we argue that it is important for such models to capture word

specificities of the domain rather than using external embedding.

The following two experiments show results obtained by the best version (using pre-

trained word vectors vs. learning word embedding) of the respective model.

FIGURE 5.3: Models with learned embeddings (on the right) perform better than models
with pretrained vectors (on the left)
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CTR prediction for Head, Torso and Tail Queries. It is expected that predictability of CTR

depends on the query frequency. For example, for less frequent queries there may not be

enough data to generalize properly. Therefore, in this subsection, we analyze the influence

of the query frequency on the model predictive performance. For that purpose, examples

were divided into three categories: the most frequent “head” ("ą20" occurrences), least

frequent “tail” ("ă5" occurrences), and “torso” in-between.

FIGURE 5.4: AUC for CTR decomposed by query frequency

Results presented in Figure 5.4 align with the common sense expectation that the most

frequent queries (“query head”) will be more predictable. The less frequent “torso” and

“tail” queries have expectedly lower AUC (more than 10% less than “head”), where the

least frequent queries (from “tail”) seems to have slightly higher predictive performance,

compared to the “torso”.

CTR prediction over different Ad Positions. It was acknowledged that Ad position plays

an important role in CTR prediction (Chen and Yan, 2012). For example, ads placed in

the north section are more likely to be clicked than those in the south or east sections,

both because it was considered the most relevant (by algorithm), and because its position

is the most favorable (convenient) one. Therefore, we also analyze the influence of the

ad position on the model predictive performance. For that purpose, we segregated the
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examples into 5 groups based on their positions in the north section (top one is no. 1, and

up to 5, as it goes down). Results presented in Fig. 5.5 convey that predictability decays

with the rise in the position number. From the first to the second position it displays the

sharpest decrease in the AUC, and from-then-on it goes more gradually until the last, fifth

position. Still, the proposed model is the best on all sections.

FIGURE 5.5: AUC for CTR decomposed by impression position

CTR prediction - training set scale impact. We also studied models training on datasets

of different scales, small with millions of examples, and large with billion of examples.

As shown in Fig. 5.6, scale matters when trying to characterize models for ad impression

data. For example, models that use pretrained word vectors perform better on smaller

dataset than their learn-embeddings alternatives, as the models that learn embeddings re-

quire more data to learn meaningful representations of words. We also note that batch

normalization algorithms on smaller datasets perform much worse than their non-batch-

normalizing alternatives, which is not the case on the larger dataset, suggesting that algo-

rithms that are using batch normalization need more data to learn good representations.
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FIGURE 5.6: Effect of Data set scale on models’ CTR prediction performance

Robustness of the DSM model. Additionally, for the proposed methodology ablation anal-

ysis, we study the effect of batch normalization, loss normalization, and attention pooling

when we remove the deep supervision from the DSM model. Hence, we had four varieties

of our model: plain DSM , DSM with normalization of the two losses (trying to prevent

one of the losses dropping too fast) DSMn, DSM with batch normalization on the fully

connected layers DSMbn to prevent large fluctuations of the logistic loss and DSM with

both batch normalization and normalized losses DSMn_bn.

Results of all exploited normalization strategies yield comparable prediction perfor-

mance with 0.7754, 0.7734, 0.7743 and 0.7727 AUC for DSM , DSMn, DSMbn and

DSMn_bn, respectively.

Logistic loss vs. matching loss. Finally, we removed the matching loss from the model

to evaluate the gain obtained by it. Furthermore, we noticed that the matching loss drops

much faster than the logistic loss, even after losses normalization. That confirms that the

surrogate loss served as a form of regularization (Lee et al., 2015) that forces the hidden

layer of a query and ad representations to be semantically discriminative thus yielding

higher quality CTR predictions and enabling the model to excel on matching tasks. We see

a larger drop when removing the matching loss with 0.7671 AUC (the Wilcoxon signed-

rank test p–value 8.63e´05 ), thus validating that the matching loss benefits the quality of

the CTR prediction.
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5.4.2 Query2Ad Matching

Finally, we assess the quality of the learned representations. The proposed DSM learn

semantic matching of a query-ad pair as an effect of the matching layer and deep supervi-

sion. To validate this, we evaluate our model on the query to ad (query2ad) matching task,

traditionally used for performance assessment. Note that this is not the primary task of the

DSM, however, due to the nature of the proposed matching, it has the ability to perform it

well. The scores between query and ad used for matching are the final layer’s logits, that

reflect query-ad semantics as well as the click probability.

Relevance data

To evaluate the quality of query and ad embeddings, we used an in-house dataset con-

sisting of a query-ad pair that was graded editorially. The editors were instructed to grade

65, 446 query-ad pairs as either Perfectly Relevant, Highly Relevant, Relevant, Somewhat

Relevant, Barely Relevant, or Irrelevant as in (Aiello et al., 2016b). For each ad, the edi-

tors had access to ad title, description, and display URL to help them reach their judgment.

For each query (8, 315 unique queries) there was on average „ 7 graded ads, allowing us

to evaluate ranking of ads in addition to relevance.

Baselines

We compared our method to traditional relevance models: Gradient boosted decision

trees (with 1000 trees) (Zheng et al., 2008) (GBDT1000), with 185 text-based features

(Aiello et al., 2016b) (trained on 700, 000 editorial query-ad pairs) and the BM25 (Robert-

son and Walker, 1994). We also use other CTR prediction task baselines (described in

Section 5.4.1), where, as for the DSM, logits of the models were used as matching scores.

Finally, we evaluated the search2vec (Grbovic et al., 2016) for the matching task. Since

the model is only trained for known queries and clicked ads, the coverage of the model on

our editorial dataset was small (2,167 unique queries coming from 8,725 query ad pairs out
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of 65,446 records) and as such model yielded only fairish results ( [0.7, 0.8] for NDCG@2

to NDCG@7), so we do not show them in Figure 5.7.

For matching quality, we use precision@K and Normalized Discounted Cumulative

Gain NDCG@K (Wang et al., 2013) averaged across all queries.

Matching Results

NDCG Relevance was assessed using theNDCG@K (Wang et al., 2013), and the results

are given in Figure 5.7. We observe that the DSM approach improves over the alternatives

(it has higher values of NDCG). Even though the difference is not obviously visible in the

Figure 5.7 because of the scale for NDCG@2 to NDCG@7 scores, Wilcoxon signed-

rank test p-value of 2.69e´05 measured on NDCG@2 to NDCG@100 shows that the

improvement of the DSM model over alternatives is statistically significant. In fact, DSM

improves the NDCG@7 of the GBDT model by 2% and the best deep learning baseline

MT by 0.5%.

FIGURE 5.7: NDCG@K measured on editorial judgments of 65K query-ad pairs

Precision We also measure Precision@K to further characterize models, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.8. The DSM model is still the best performing model. However for this metric, tra-

ditionalBM25 model performs as the second best model. Statistical significance test of the
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improvement of the DSM over the BM25 model returns p-value of 8.85e´05, confirming

that observed improvements are indeed statistically significant.

FIGURE 5.8: Precision@K measured on editorial judgments of 65K query-ad pairs

To summarize, in this chapter we proposed a novel model for sponsored search ad-

vertising. Our theoretical and empirical analysis of the model have shown that it is best

performing model yet for learning to predict CTR using only available text data. Further-

more, we have shown that it is also performs well on query2ad matching task, traditionally

tackled by a different family of models. Finally, we proposed a well grounded strategy

for training surrogate loss to save computational complexity. We show that our model is

significantly better than baseline on two important tasks and that it is robust for several

modeling choices. Our results further share several interesting aspects, learning word em-

bedding helps the models and scale of the data may influence the implications one can

derive from experiments.
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CHAPTER 6

OPTIMIZING SITE SELECTION IN CLINICAL
TRIALS BASED ON DEEP MATCHING

6.1 Introduction

Clinical trials are a major step in developing new health care treatments and discover-

ing whether a treatment is effective and safe in people. Their aim is prospective evaluation

of novel medical, surgical, or behavioral intervention in people. The field of clinical trials

is a multi-billion dollar industry aimed to provide an appropriate environment for success-

ful execution of clinical trials ultimately resulting in well-tested cures for diseases (Fried-

man et al., 2015).

Clinical trials are carried out by a large and distributed team of investigators respon-

sible for ensuring that a study is conducted according to the regulations. Clinical inves-

tigators are responsible for enrolling a number of often hard-to-recruit volunteers with

predetermined characteristics, administering the treatment(s) and collecting data on the

subjects’ health, safety and efficacy. Success of clinical trials heavily depends on investi-

gator’s performance and thus choosing top-enrolling investigators is essential for efficient

clinical trial execution and is one of the primary drivers of drug development cost (Martin
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et al., 2017; Hurtado-Chong et al., 2017). Site selection, the process in which investigators

are chosen to participate in a clinical trial, is one of primary tasks of contract research orga-

nizations (CROs) and the objective of our project is to optimize this process by developing

an effective data science based matching tool.

The investigators for new clinical trials have been traditionally selected manually by

searching through available in-house and public databases, like DrugDev.org. This process

is very tedious, and due to non-feasibility to search through every possible record manu-

ally, it is fallible. Recruiters thus resort to maintaining short lists of preferred physicians

and physicians who wish to be enrolled in future studies need to reach out to recruiters in

addition to registering on public databases1. This is especially true for research-naive in-

vestigators, physicians not previously enrolled into any clinical trial study. While records

of their patients are often available, providing rich source of information, it is not to be

expected that a recruiter can uniformly and accurately extrapolate how would the new

investigator perform in new clinical trials from such information. Moreover, trial enroll-

ment varies greatly across geographic regions and by the specific study design, and past

performance does not capture the enrollment potential well.

Contract research organizations have a strong interest in the development of automated

systems for matching of new clinical studies and investigators, especially in shortening

the enrollment period which they are in charge of, as a delay of a single day in bringing

one of these drugs to market equates to between $1 million and $5 million loss (Mullard,

2017). As even the most recent advances in enrollment strategies involve infeasible manual

selection (Hurtado-Chong et al., 2017), the objective of novel systems is to automatically

learn from available databases, shifting the core of how selection of investigators has been

carried out historically.

The databases generated by the contract research organizations have accumulated vast

1 http://www.theclinicaltrialsguru.com/blog1/how-do-cros-choose-sites-and-investigators-for-their-
clinical-trials
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information over the past several decades, covering up to 95% of medical claims data in the

United States. Such source of data provides a massive opportunity for novel data-driven

approaches to provide values that weren’t possible earlier. Claims data, as one source of

information here, was successfully used to address several high-impact health care tasks

(Gligorijevic et al., 2016b; Choi et al., 2016a; Stojanovic et al., 2016b), especially using

deep models (Gligorijevic et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2016a; Che et al., 2015).

Motivated by these advances, we propose a novel deep model for matching investiga-

tors and clinical trials, based on the estimated performance of investigator, called Deep-

Match. It builds deep representations of investigators given their specialty indications and

patients’ history, and clinical trials given their official description, primary indication (PI)

and primary therapeutic area (PTA). The two representations are matched to obtain joint

representation used for predicting investigators’ performance. The model is 1) capable of

capturing complex relations between investigators and trials through a matching layer in

the model’s architecture; 2) able to rank investigators for a specific trial from multiple par-

tially observed data sources; and 3) applicable to investigators with no previous experience

in enrolling patients in clinical trials, as well as to investigators with whom the company

has an existing relationship. Extensive experimental evaluation provide evidence that the

proposed framework outperforms existing methods for estimating investigators’ perfor-

mance for new clinical trials and other deep and shallow alternative models with respect to

NDCG measure for the task of ranking investigators for new clinical trials, as well as pre-

cision, recall, AUC and accuracy for the task of detecting bottom and top 30% performers.

In the following Section 6.2 we first introduce the problem of investigator-to-study

matching in more technical detal, describe data (Section 6.2.1) and give system overview

(Section 6.2.2). Afterwards, we introduce the proposed model in Section 6.3 and present

experimental evaluation results in Section 6.4. Finally, we highlight algorithm deployment

obstacles in Section 6.5, and give related work overview (Section 6.6) and conclusions of

the study.
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6.2 Investigator-to-Study Matching

The problem addressed in this chapter involves matching investigators to clinical stud-

ies towards maximizing the number of enrolled patients. More precisely, for an upcoming

study, the objective is to determine a list of top-enrolling investigators based on the his-

torical enrolling performances of all investigators on past studies. This requires a system

design that involves 1) collection of data relevant to the problem, 2) using these data to

model the investigators’ enrollment performance based on past study records, and 3) abil-

ity to make reliable predictions of investigators’ enrollment scores for future studies.

This section describes the data used in this study, along with the collection process,

and overviews the design of existing system for investigator-to-study matching.

6.2.1 Data

The data used in this study contains information related to both investigators and stud-

ies from the past 20 years. As often data relating to entities of different type and nature

is not centralized, data residing in multiple sources were needed to be collected and ag-

gregated into a single data segment per entity. Following is a brief description of each of

these data sources:

• Investigator performance data - A flat file that bridges investigators with their his-

tory of clinical studies performed with IQVIA. Therefore, this file contains informa-

tion on both investigators and the studies they participated in. The former relates to

investigators’ areas of specialty, while the latter holds a textual format and includes

information about a study’s primary indication and therapeutic area. In addition, for

each investigator, the number of patients that he or she enrolled to each of his or hers

past studies is also provided. We will be referring to this number as an investigator’s

“enrollment score”. Consequently, since each investigator-study pair is associated

by an enrollment score, if a record of a given investigator is not present in this file,
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such investigator has no enrollment history, i.e. has never participated in a clinical

study with IQVIA.

• EHR data - A group of distributed database tables containing electronic health

records of US patients’ medical history under a particular investigator. These records

include information about patients’ visits over time in terms of the diseases they

were diagnosed with, procedures they underwent and the medications that were pre-

scribed by investigators.

• Public study data - Detailed study-related free-form text data crawled from clini-

caltrials.gov - a website that serves as a registry of clinical studies throughout the

world and is considered to be the largest source of information on clinical studies.

It should be stressed that, even though the proposed model is trained and used on

data for US investigators and studies conducted in the US, all world-wide historical

data available on clinicaltrials.gov was used to learn word representations for initial-

ization of relevant medical concept representations utilized in the proposed model.

The intuition behind this suggests that it is very likely for a larger corpus to aid the

learning of more meaningful representations of medical concepts.

Upon collection, the data from the afore described sources were integrated in two

separate views:

• Investigator data view. For the purpose of creating this view, initially all investiga-

tors were fetched from the performance data, regardless of whether the information

about their specialties was present or not. Thereafter, each of these investigator

records was accompanied by a vector containing frequencies of codes of diagnosed

diseases, conducted procedures and prescribed medications during all visits to the

corresponding investigator. Note that, the visit history may not always be present in

the EHR data source. In our case, we observed presence of these data for „98% of
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the investigators.

• Study data view. Each record in this view includes the primary indication and

therapeutic area for a single study (pulled out from the performance data source)

and further textual description of the study from clinicaltrials.gov that we were able

to retrieve for „75% of the records.

6.2.2 System Overview

In the following, we describe how can DeepMatch be incorporated in a real-world

system, the logical organization of such a system, as well as its design in terms of imple-

mentation details and required technologies. First, we introduce a multi-modular organi-

zation for our system. Essentially, one can think of each module as of a layer consisted of

multiple components employed for carrying out a certain task. The following provides a

description of each layer and its role within the overall system:

• Data layer. In this layer, the data stemming from the original data sources (de-

scribed in Section 6.2.1) is integrated so as to create separate views for the inves-

tigators and studies. Thereafter, both data views are used to prepare the input for

the next layer. Namely, the investigator data view is utilized to create represen-

tations of medical concepts in the context of investigators. A convenient way to

attain this is by considering the diagnosed diseases, conducted procedures and pre-

scribed medications across all visits to each investigator. However, not all diagno-

sis/procedures/medications are relevant to investigators. Therefore, focus is turned

to the top most frequent medical concepts as true representatives of an investigator’s

activity. A selection threshold is chosen based on some basic descriptive statistics of

medical concept codes across all investigators. According to these statistics, in case

the top 50 most frequent diagnosis/procedure are selected, the median frequency,

averaged over all investigators, is 100 and 150, respectively; as for the prescription
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FIGURE 6.1: System overview.

drug codes, selecting the top 30 among them results in an average median of 68 that

sufficiently captures the activity of investigators without loss of information. Hence,

the investigators’ top 50 most frequent diagnosis and procedure codes, and top 30

prescription drug codes, are selected and assorted for offline training.

Further, a word2vec model is employed to learn vector representations of relevant

medical concepts occurring in all free-form text stemming from the public study

data, i.e. the text data for any study, conducted anywhere in the world, for which

there is a pubic record on clinicaltrials.gov. The study-related text data from the

performance file were omitted while learning since almost all words occurring in

the PI and PTA fields were contained in the public study data. Finally, all contents

of the study data view, along with the learned word representations, are passed as an
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additional input to the offline training layer.

• Offline training. This is the learning process layer within the system with Deep-

Match being its central component. At this point, the medical concepts’ codes and

the study-related text data stemming from the underlying layer are treated as an input

to DeepMatch. In addition, representations for the words occurring in the latter are

also learned during training, while the word representations obtained from the data

layer are used for initialization. However, it should be noted that DeepMatch’s train-

ing can be conducted even if parts of the input data are missing, that is, if 1) EHR

data such as codes of diagnosis, procedures or medications of investigators’ patients

are missing, or even if 2) text data is left out for some of the studies. DeepMatch

is trained to predict the enrollment scores of the investigators for the studies in the

given data. Once DeepMatch’s training is completed, the resulting model weights

are stored on a distributed file storage.

• Online ranking. DeepMatch’s weights are loaded in this layer and ranking is then

performed for upcoming studies in an on-the-fly fashion. First, the available data

for an upcoming study is simply “plugged” into the “DeepMatch matching” com-

ponent where it is matched against existing investigators from the investigator data

view. Thereafter, the model weights are used to predict the enrollment score of each

investigator with respect to the given study. Finally, the retriever returns the top k

(a user-defined parameter) most eligible investigators for the given study, sorted by

their enrollment scores in a descending order.

The data is stored on a distributed Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) cluster with a

capacity of 2.06 PB, which enables fast, convenient and sophisticated data manipulation.

The proposed and alternative models are implemented in TensorFlow for Python 3.0; the

offline training of the model is carried out using machines with 40 CPU cores, 500 GB of

RAM and NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU accelerator.
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6.3 Method

The proposed model, called Deep Match, is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

FIGURE 6.2: DeepMatch model architecture.

The model takes two sets of inputs, features of an investigator and text of a clinical trial.

The investigator features include specialty and summarized EHR data of investigators’ pa-
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tients (see the “Data Layer” part of Section 6.2.2 for more detail). Clinical trial features

include text of the clinical trial and its primary indication and therapeutic area. The em-

beddings of both input sets are obtained through a series of layers, including bi-directional

LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997b). The element-wise product is then calculated for

all pairs of the learned embeddings, thus constructing a so-called “matching” tensor. The

constructed matching tensor is then passed through a series of cross-convolutional and

pooling operators to learn the investigator–trial matching scores.

6.3.1 Building Blocks

Medical concepts embedding layer. For each investigator, we assume that we have col-

lected data about its patients over the years in a form of EHRs. From this data source, we

build a summarization to choose top k most frequent diseases diagnosed and procedures

conducted and medications prescribed by each investigator (see more detailed discussion

in Section 6.2.2), resulting in an input of length lp1qi “ 130. An embedding lookup layer is

built to learn distributed representations of medical concepts (dimensionality dm “ 200),

after which two fully connected (F.C.) layers with ReLU nonlinearities are used to learn

higher order interactions between these embeddings thus capturing complex relations be-

tween diseases, procedures and medications. The final representation of this data source

has dimensionality lp1qi ˆ dp, where dp “ 50 is dimension of a joint representation in the

same space with all input data components.

Medical and trial terms embedding layer. Investigators’ specialties, trials’ text and

primary indications and therapeutic areas have a common vocabulary of medical terms.

Thus, the inputs of investigators’ specialties (lp2qi “ 10), public trials’ text (lp1qs “ 100)

and trials’ primary indications and therapeutic areas (lp2qs “ 10) were embedded using

a medical term embedding layer with dimensionality of dw “ 300. The investigators’

specialties and trials’ primary indications and therapeutic areas are passed through two

fully connected layers, respectively, building a dense vector representations, each of size
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1 ˆ dp. As terms in the two layers represent investigator’s specialties and trial’s primary

indications/therapeutic area, or short summaries, these should be very similar for inves-

tigators and trials. As trials’ text contains multiple elements concatenated into a single

document, it is worthwhile to learn relations of terms in different segments. Thus, to

achieve this, we pass the obtained representation of trials’ text into a bi-LSTM (Schus-

ter and Paliwal, 1997a) layer such that the model learns complex relations between terms

(rather than single directional relations). The final representation of trials’ terms becomes

pl
p1q
s ˆ dpq-dimensional.

Clinical trials and investigators matching tensor. The investigator–trial matching is

obtained in this layer. Using the learned higher-order representations of investigators Hi

of shape p1` l
p1q
i q ˆ dp and clinical trials Hs of shape p1` l

p1q
s q ˆ dp, a tensor is built for

their implicit matching. Matching tensor His of the shape p1 ` l
p1q
i q ˆ p1 ` l

p1q
s q ˆ dp is

created in the following manner:

Hispm,n, :q “ Hipm, :q dHspn, :q, (6.1)

where m,n P N, 1 ď m ď p1 ` l
p1q
i q, 1 ď n ď p1 ` l

p1q
s q and d represents element-wise

product of two vectors Hipm, :q and Hspn, :q. The first two dimensions of tensor Hit are

p1` l
p1q
i q and p1` lp1qs q, respectively. Here, each investigator’s medical concept is matched

to each trial-related term, and the element-wise product of their vectors represents a dp-

dimensional thread in the matching tensor. With this operation, we aim to capture intra-

relations between medicals concepts and specialties of investigator with clinical trial’s

medical terms.

Learning to predict from matched representations. The matching tensorHis from the

previous block is then convolved through the entire depth dp “ 50 by three convolutional

blocks with different filter sizes: 3 ˆ 3, 3 ˆ 4 and 3 ˆ 5. Different filter sizes can be

used here, however our experiments showed that this combination yields good results.

The number of filters is fixed to 6 for the first set of convolution blocks and 6 for the
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final convolutional layer. Such cross–convolutional operators were successfully applied

in the past on tasks of modeling similarities between general sentences (Hu et al., 2014).

Interaction representations between medical concepts and trial-related terms are learned

here, and they are passed through the ReLU layer, after which another 1 ˆ 1 convolution

with ReLU is used prior to the two-dimensional max-pool layer that embeds a whole

investigator-study pair in a single vector. Finally, this vector is fed to a fully connected

layer and passed through a squared loss ( L “ py ´ fpxqq2, wherefpxq is a a network

described above) layer to predict enrollemnt score for investigator-study pair.

6.4 Experiments

We conducted an extensive empirical evaluation for the investigator-to-study matching

task using the data explained in Section 6.2.1. More precisely, we focus on the following

research questions:

Q1 : How do the models compare when ranking investigators for clinical trials?

Q2 : Does adding additional deep layers boost the generalization performance of the

model?

Q3 : Is the proposed model capable of capturing complex relations between investiga-

tors and trials through the matching layer in the model’s architecture better than by

simple concatenation of the investigators’ and trials’ features?

Q4 : How does DM perform when trained with or without the trial-related text data in

addition to internal EHR and performance data?

Q5 : How do the models perform for investigators with no previous trial participation

history?

Q6 : How do the models compare for detecting the bottom/top 30% performing investi-

gators?
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6.4.1 Experimental Set-up

The experiments were conducted in a manner that reflects a real-world situation from

the clinical trial business. Therefore, all models were tested on past studies dating in 2016

and 2017. Studies started in 2015 were used for validation and hyper-parameter tunning,

leaving all data prior to 2015 for training. Characterization of training, validation and test

sizes is given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Training, validation and test size set characterization: Number of Unique Stud-
ies, Number of Unique Investigators, Number of Records, and Average Number of Inves-
tigators per Study

Unique Unique Number of Average No. of
Years Studies Investigators Records Inv. Per Study

Training ă 2015 2250 21223 70906 32
Validation 2015 209 1958 2489 11
Test 2016, 2017 159 1841 2236 14

Baseline Methods

The accuracy and relevance of enrollment scores predicted by the proposed DeepMatch

system was compared against the following alternatives:

• Median Enrollment (ME). In order to make a meaningful comparison of relative

performance across varying geographic regions and trial protocols, the current in-

dustry standard is to take the median of relative performance from within the ther-

apeutic area of interest. This normalized enrollment rates for past performance are

then used as a prediction for future enrollment rates. ME represents a variant of this

standard that predicts an investigator’s enrollment score as the median over all of his

or hers past enrollment scores instead of over investigators’ scores within the thera-

peutic area of interest which is the case with the industry standard, as whis variant

has shown to be more accurate in additional analysis.
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• Linear Model (LR). A linear model is employed for predicting investigators’ enroll-

ment scores based on their handcrafted features (their specialties, as well as medical

diagnosis, procedures and medications and their frequencies) and study text data

summarized by summing up numerical vectors of clinical trial terms, in order to

obtain a vector representation of a given investigator-trial pair.

• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). To obtain more discriminative features, in this method

a 2-layer MLP model is used to learn the second order interactions of the handcrafted

features and the summarized text, and is applied to predict investigators’ enrollment

scores based on which they can be ranked.

• DeepConcat (DC). DeepConcat is a model similar to DeepMatch. However, rather

than learning a matching tensor as proposed, trials’ (deep) and investigators’ (wide)

feature maps are summarized into respective vectors which are concatenated after-

wards (see (Cheng et al., 2016) for more details on Deep&Wide approaches). These

learned representations are then passed through a layered perceptron for predicting

the enrollment scores. DeepConcat is a baseline aimed to characterize the impor-

tance of the matching tensor when compared to the proposed DeepMatch.

• Point-wise Support Vector Regression (SVR). A support vector regression model

that approaches the investigator-to-study matching in a point-wise ranking fashion.

This baseline was chosen as a representative from the group of learning-to-rank ap-

proaches, as other pair-wise, list-wise, and even some point-wise approaches were

unable to scale-up to the size of the data making them inapplicable for the task at

hand. To leverage SVR’s scalability, its objective was optimized using SGD in this

study (as the whole dataset could not fit into memory), which affected its perfor-

mance as shown in the Section 6.4.2.
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Evaluation Metrics

As our main goal is to rank investigators for upcoming studies, all models for investigator-

to-study matching are evaluated using the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)

(Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002; Wang et al., 2013). Given a list of investigator–study pairs

ranked by their enrollment scores, NDCG is evaluated as

NDCG@K “

řK
k“1

2relk´1
log2pk`1q

IDCG@K
, (6.2)

where relk is a tier relevance value for the enrollment score of the k-th investigator, ranging

from 0 to 5, where larger score is better and IDCG@K represents the ideal DCG (pro-

ducing the maximum possible DCG through position K). The final NDCG values are

reported as the average of NDCG values over 159 studies in the test set (see Table 6.1).

In the conducted experiments, in addition to NDCG@K, NDCG@Ni was measured for

upcoming studies, where Ni is the number of investigators that participated in the i-th

study, and the average over all studies is reported as NDCG@N .

As most of the baselines predict investigators’ enrollment scores, we also compare

these models by the mean squared error (MSE) measure.

Finally, to evaluate the performance in a more domain-savvy manner, we measure the

models’ classification accuracy for the task of detecting the bottom/top 30% performing

investigators, where the goal is to simply classify whether an investigator is within the top

or bottom 30% of performers for a given study.

6.4.2 Results

Here, we present the results, analysis and conclusions obtained from the experimental

evaluation of the proposed model vs alternatives on two tasks of 1) ranking investigators,

and 2) identifying bottom/top performers, for upcoming clinical trials, while trying to

answer aforementioned research questions.
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Ranking Investigators for new clinical trials.

The goal of this study is to rank investigators for upcoming clinical trials. To evaluate

the proposed approach and its alternatives on this task and answer the first research ques-

tion [Q1], we measure NDCG values when ranking investigators for each upcoming (test)

study and report their average across all test studies. Table 6.2 (column (1)) contains the

NDCG@N scores of six models, where N is the total number of investigators for a par-

ticular study, while Figure 6.3 shows their ranking performance in terms of NDCG@K

when K is varied from 2 to 10 scores.

FIGURE 6.3: Average NDCG@K acrross all test studies, for K in range of 2 to 10

We observe that the best performing model for the task of ranking investigators for a

new study is the proposed DM model. It brings in an average of 2.5% lift in NDCG scores

over the next best DC model (a statistically significant improvement by the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test, where p-value of 1.61e´11 is measured on NDCG@2 to NDCG@30

and NDCG@N scores) and even „ 10% improvement over ME.

Even though our task is a ranking problem, we approach the investigator-to-study

matching problem through regression, therefore we report MSE in Table 6.2 (column (4)).

According to these results, DM outperforms all alternatives in terms of MSE on enrollment

score prediction task as well.
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Deeper architectures work better. One more conclusion that we can extract from these

results is that the deeper architectures improve the modeling of latent patterns contained

in the investigators and studies data ( to answer [Q2] ). As we introduce more and more

layers, starting from a simple Linear model, going over 2-layer MLP and coming to deep

DC and DM, we get better performance for the ranking task.

DM captures complex relations between investigators and trials through the Match-

ing layer. The statistically significant improvement coming from the Matching layer over

the simple concatenation layer found in DC shows that DM is capable of capturing com-

plex relations between investigators and trials and learning their joint representation to be

useful for the overall goal of predicting enrollment scores ( to answer [Q3] ).

Trial-related text data improve the performance of the proposed model. To answer

question [Q4], we evaluate its performance when we use only internal data and not public

study data, to check if the effort of crawling and processing this data sources brings any

improvement. Our experiments show that the even partially observed public study data

source (available for„ 75% of studies in IQVIA internal database) brings an improvement

of „ 1% in NDCG on average over all studies and even „ 3% of improvement measured

on new investigators only, thus justifying the engineering effort.

As the process of writing documentation for clinical studies is not standardized, this

results in the usage of different terminology and writing styles among trials (ex: some

companies use the term clinical trial, while other use clinical study). However, handcraft-

ing features from text data is a tedious work due to non-consistency in clinical trial termi-

nology. Therefore, we learn text representations using (Mikolov et al., 2013b) to initialize

embedding layers for the proposed approach. These representation are capable of captur-

ing semantical similarities among different terms that might be used by different compa-

nies in the same context. For the aforementioned example, we queried the embedded space

of word representations for the term ’clinical trial’. Figure 6.4 shows the word-cloud of

words similar to query word “trial” as found in the embedded space. We observe terms
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like ’rct’ (short for ’randomized clinical trial’), ’study’, ’trials’, ’randomized’, etc.; all of

which are highly relevant to the term ’trial’, thus indicating that initializing embeddings

using these representations will help in handling the usage of these terms interchangeably.

FIGURE 6.4: Wordcloud of words similar to query word “trial” as found in the embedded
space.

The largest performance lift is seen for investigators with no previous clinical trial

participation experiences. In the test set, „25% of the cases (534 out of 1841) are

investigators with no previous experience in clinical trials. All history based methods,

including Median Enrollment fail to provide their predictions for such cases. To answer

[Q5], in Table 6.2 we show theNDCG@N results of the proposed vs. baseline algorithms

measured 1) on all test cases; 2) only for investigators with previous experience; 3) for new

investigators only (not previously seen in the training dataset).

We observe the highest improvement of 5% of the proposed vs. the next best baseline

model for the investigators with no previous experience. In contrary to the ME approach,

the proposed framework is capable of handling cold-start cases by exploiting the available

context of each investigator in terms of his patient visits or his reported specialties and

drawing benefits from the matching layer and the information available in the study data

view. The proposed model has shown smaller 2% improvements, but still with the best

result overall on (1) all cases, as well as for (2) previously known investigators. Note
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Table 6.2: NDCG@N [the higher the better] for the proposed vs. baseline models mea-
sured 1. on all test cases; 2. only for investigators with previous experience; 3. for new
investigators only (not previously seen in the training dataset). (4) Mean Squared Error for
enrollment scores prediction task [the lower the better].

NDCG
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ALL Known Only Unknown MSE
ME 0.63 0.67 0.61 1.17
SVR 0.64 0.68 0.71 >100
LM 0.69 0.72 0.73 >100
MLP 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.62
DC 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.58
DM 0.74 0.76 0.80 0.38

that values between columns are not comparable in this form as N is different for (1), (2)

and (3) per study. However, when we fix K to be smaller number in our further analysis,

simpler methods (ME, LM) obtained the best results on known investigators (2), while

deeper models were able to learn informative features that enabled them to perform well

on all groups.

Detecting bottom 30% and top 30% performers

In addition to ranking investigators for incoming studies, an important task [Q6] is

to identify which investigators are going to be low-performing ones, and exclude bottom

30% in the business process of selecting sites for clinical trials. The 30% of top enrollees

are identified as well, and the performance in both cases in terms of Recall, ROC AUC

(auc), Accuracy (acc) and F1 score (f1) are shown in Table 6.3.

The current industry standard approach to site performance prediction is to take an av-

erage (or median) of relative performance from the investigator’s historical performance

within the therapeutic area of interest. If a low enrolling investigator is defined as one

ranked in the bottom 30% of a given study, this approach can accurately identify low en-

rollees 39% of the time (as measured using IQVIA’s internal data). However, we report the

performance of ME, a variant of the industry standard, that predicts the enrollment score
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Table 6.3: Classification performances (recall, ROC AUC, accuracy and F1 score) for the
task of detecting bottom 30% and top 30% performers

Bottom 30 Top 30
recall auc acc f1 recall auc acc f1

ME 0.64 0.72 0.75 0.64 0.53 0.64 0.68 0.53
SVR 0.50 0.60 0.64 0.50 0.42 0.55 0.59 0.42
LR 0.63 0.71 0.74 0.63 0.48 0.60 0.65 0.48
MLP 0.65 0.72 0.75 0.65 0.54 0.65 0.69 0.54
DC 0.65 0.73 0.76 0.65 0.60 0.69 0.73 0.60
DM 0.67 0.75 0.78 0.67 0.65 0.74 0.77 0.65

for an investigator as the median over all of his or hers past enrollment scores instead of

over investigators’ scores within the therapeutic area of interest since such a modification

has shown to be more accurate in an additional analysis. This modified ME predicts the

median of an investigator’s historical enrollment scores, or it predicts zero for an investi-

gator with no previous enrollment history.

The results show that the proposed model was able to identify top 30 and bottom 30 %

performers more accurately than alternatives bringing large business value to the company.

As mentioned earlier, for a typical Phase 2 or Phase 3 clinical trials for which enrolling

patients can take years, even a minor improvement in accuracy at predicting the top and

bottom enrolling sites is worth tens of millions of dollars.

6.5 Algorithm deployment obstacles

The extensive experimental section suggests that DM can provide substantial lift over

current industry standards in several regards: i) the enrollment potential of the investigator

list, ii) the time it takes to generate the list, iii) and data informed decisions about new

investigators. However, there are three factors right now that are preventing wide spread

adoption of this algorithm which we are addressing. First is country breadth. Second is

business requirement of site lists. Third is general change management.

First, country scope of this initial algorithm is focused on US physicians as considered
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data sources have the richest information on physician behavior in the US. However, the

US only represent roughly one third of sites on IQVIA clinical trials. Therefore efforts are

being put on working to integrate this methodology with less information rich global data

sets.

Second, the site lists require a series of business constraints to be added to the final

list. For example, often times we need to use a few key opinion leaders as investigators

despite their tendency to be low enrollers as those sites provide scientific credibility to

the major pivotal clinical trials. Additionally, we may want to enforce a balance between

investigators with whom we have an existing relationship and new investigators. These

business constraints, and many others, can be applied through a second API layer with a

user interface. Development is currently underway on this API layer.

Lastly, organizational change management is a challenge. Clinical operations is a mas-

sive industry with well entrenched processes. This algorithm addresses a major piece of

that 40 billion dollars industry. In fact, site selection may be the most important opera-

tional decision a CRO makes on a clinical trial. This AI algorithm challenges the very core

of how site selection has been carried out historically. Executives are excited about the po-

tential but want to be sure that effective quality controls measures are in place. To that end,

the team continues to run POCs along side existing processes to demonstrate how this al-

gorithm is continuously effective. Additionally, IQVIA are mapping operational quality

assurance processes that can be in place for any potentially inappropriate physician that

makes it through the site list assembly line.

6.6 Related work

Finally, we describe problems, some existing notable approaches, advances in mining

text data from medical domain and building discriminative features from medical concepts

(such are diagnoses, procedures and medications) which are exploited in the DM model.
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Medical free-text data mining approaches. As hospitals and medical research facili-

ties maintain detailed sources of free text data describing existing processes, learning from

such sources has been a long-standing challenge, and a major focus of research commu-

nities. Still, the problem persists as a difficult one, as there are no clear standard methods

or tools for analyzing medical text data yet (Chapman et al., 2011). Predicting lung can-

cer stages from free-text pathology reports using symbolic rule-based approach that used

SNOMED2 clinical terms to extract key lung cancer characteristics was proposed (Nguyen

et al., 2010). Cancer and its disease progression were predicted from pathology reports us-

ing another rule based system for automatic conversion of unstructured pathology reports

into a structured data (Coden et al., 2009). Such models, as ones described above re-

quire handcrafting features which is a long and tedious work, and often requires revisiting

existing model to improve features.

To learn features from text data in an automated manner, the bi-RNN algorithm was

proposed for detection of medical events based on texts from medical records (Jagannatha

and Yu, 2016). This approach significantly outperformed existing tools for medical text

analysis. Furthermore, it was shown recently that deep architectures can be used to obtain

state-of-the-art results on very sensitive tasks, such as automatizing triage allocation pro-

cess in emergency departments (Gligorijevic et al., 2018), even outperforming the triage

staff. Our approach builds on these results as one of the building blocks of the DM model

which aims to understand clinical trials descriptions.

Distributed representations of medical concepts. Another information source in

medical and health care applications are electronic health records (EHR) that contain

data about the patient records including diagnosis, procedures, medications in addition

to patient’s demographics. Learning distributed representations of medical concepts from

EHR’s was recently proposed (Gligorijevic et al., 2016b; Choi et al., 2016b). The goal of

these studies was to evaluate the quality of such representations by discovering disease as-

2 http://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct, accessed February 2018
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sociations, while (Gligorijevic et al., 2016b) was successfully applied on discovering novel

disease–gene associations. To account for existing disease heterogeneity, modular repre-

sentations were proposed with the goal of discovering disease types known in the medical

domain, but poorly represented in EHR’s (Gligorijevic et al., 2016a). Additionally, it was

shown that these representations can be very useful in a wide range of applications, includ-

ing predicting hospital quality indicators (Stojanovic et al., 2016b), even predicting future

medical events (Choi et al., 2016a). Building on these advances, we propose an approach

for representing an investigator given EHR data of his patients, which will be used for

matching the potential investigator (doctor) with a clinical trial.

Deep Matching Models. As many predictive problems can be formulated as match-

ing problems, there has been an increasing interest in development of deep learning models

that perform matching explicitly. For matching of two (or more) items, siamese network

architectures were initially proposed (LeCun et al., 1995). More recently, such architec-

tures are further advances and extensively used for Web search problems (Jaech et al.,

2017; Huang et al., 2013; Edizel et al., 2017). These approaches are conceptually very

similar, their objective is to learn independent representations of a query and a document

(Web page or an ad), and use a matching layer to associate their words, and finally learn to

predict whether an user will click on a document or not. However, the difference between

various approaches is in way they learn representations of words, ranging from learning

a fully connected layers (Huang et al., 2013) to using much deeper architectures (Edizel

et al., 2017) primarily based on temporal convolutional layers, or bi-RNNs (Jaech et al.,

2017). Also, different matching layers were proposed including learning to score query

and document vectors (Huang et al., 2013), or learning a cross-feature matrix (Edizel

et al., 2017) or a cross-feature tensor (Jaech et al., 2017) of query and document represen-

tations. In contrast to matching text to text, matching in the DeepMatch matches clinical

trials data with investigators data, that have a different nature, and are very heterogeneous.

Our initial experiments have not revealed a clear advantage of any of previously described
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models. Thus, the model proposed in this study further extends on the advances described

above and exploits different matching strategies while reporting their performance.

Cold Start-Aware Deep Learning. A potential issue arising in situations when in-

ference cannot be drawn for some of the entities involved in a system that involves any

type of information retrieval/filtering. Tackling the cold-start problem properly is difficult

and challenging and thus it has been approached from various angles. Recent advances

in deep learning have addressed this problem. For instance, Collaborative Filtering (CF)

based recommendation engines were improved to be capable of recommending new items

which have not been exposed to the end users to interact with. It has shown to be very

efficient for resolving the cold-start problem while maintaining high accuracy of CF rec-

ommendations. For this purpose, (Yuan et al., 2016) proposed a novel deep-matching

based framework for pairing each new item without behavioral data with existing items

for which behavioral data is present. The item-cold start problem in the realm of recom-

mendation systems was also addressed by using a latent factor model for recommendation

and a convolutional neural network for predicting the latent factors from items’ descrip-

tions in case they cannot be obtained from usage data (Obadić et al., 2017). Yet another

recent approach (Ebesu and Fang, 2017) used deep neural networks to address the chal-

lenges of item cold-start in online platforms in which thousands of new items are published

every day. As in many real-world scenarios, on these platforms the item recommendation

tasks are based on users’ implicit preference feedback such as whether a user has inter-

acted with an item. Therefore, the strengths of deep neural networks and pairwise learning

were unified by proposing a probabilistic modeling approach that tightly couples a latent

factor model with a deep neural network to learn a robust feature representation from both

implicit feedback and item content, consequently allowing generalization to unseen items.

All of these recent advances prove once more the importance of this problem when it

comes to in the process of information retrieval/filtering.

To summarize, in this chapter, we presented DeepMatch, a novel deep learning model
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for matching investigators to clinical trials, along with an outline of a system that utilizes

this model for optimizing site selection. The matching capabilities of DeepMatch were

assessed for the tasks of 1) ranking investigators, and 2) identifying bottom/top performers,

for upcoming clinical trials. Compared against several alternative models, under a variety

of scenarios, DeepMatch manifested surpassing performance over its alternatives. Due to

the great significance of the problem at hand, we truly believe that related research efforts

will shift the paradigm of how investigators are chosen for clinical trials, and thus pave the

road to clinical trial optimization.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

To conclude, in this thesis we proposed several approaches for modeling previously un-

observed or partially observed cases by drawing additional information from the context

of unobserved data (eaither coming from structure in network-like settings, or from con-

textual co-occurrence in sessions/sequence data, or from additional data for an otherwise

incomplete point information). First, we proposed a Marginalized Gaussian Conditional

Random Fields (m-GCRF) structured regression model for dealing with missing labels in

partially observed temporal attributed graphs. Then, we introduced Deep Feature Learn-

ing GCRF, a powerful deep model for structured regression that learns hidden feature

representation jointly with learning complex interactions of nodes in a graph, while being

able to deal with missing values in explanatory variables. Further, we proposed mod-

els for sponsored search advertising tasks: 1) for query-to-ad matching task: worLd2vec

family of methods based on neural embedding models to leverage available user and/or

query location information and learn low-dimensional representations of search queries,

semantic query fragments, locations and ads based on contextual co-occurrence in search

sessions; and 2) for CTR prediction task: Deeply Supervised Semantic Match that jointly

learns the semantic embeddings of a query and an ad, as well as their corresponding click-
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through-rate, where a query and an ad texts are taken as input to bi-directional recurrent

neural networks and attention networks to learn discriminative distributed embeddings, af-

ter which they are matched together and fed into convolutional neural networks to predict

CTR. Finally, we presented DeepMatch, a deep learning model for matching investigators

to clinical trials, along with an outline of a system that utilizes this model for optimizing

site selection. All the proposed models were compared against several alternative models,

under a variety of scenarios, manifesting surpassing performance over its alternatives.
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